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Established in 1742, chartered by Delaware in 1833, and officially titled the University of Delaware (hereafter “UD”) in 1921, UD has a long history. Part of this history includes efforts by UD to tackle the adverse effects of climate change and ecological degradation at varying scales – local, state-wide, and globally – through the work of its staff, faculty, and students.

Whilst efforts to date have been laudable, it is evident that many challenges lie ahead, especially in light of the unprecedented COVID-19 crisis that began in Spring 2020 and continues – at the time of publication (Fall 2021) – to impinge upon UD’s finances, faculty research, staff operations, and student activities. Nonetheless, climate change and ecological degradation continue unabated as issues that will affect UD for the foreseeable future and these effects need to be prevented and mitigated. Thus, the aim of this Sustainability Report is to enlighten readers as to the main ecological issues affecting UD and what UD can do to improve its ecological impact.

Previously, UD published its first Climate Action Plan in 2009, which was organized around four categories for action: “Green Infrastructure, Green Power, Sustainable Transport and Green Community Action” (UD 2009, 4). In 2008, UD also committed itself to achieving carbon-neutrality by 2050 and this was formally reinforced by then-UD President Harker, who signed the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment (UD 2009, 1). To achieve this goal and diminish UD’s negative ecological impact, UD must devote itself to stronger, positive action. Like the initial Climate Action Plan, this Sustainability Report is a “living document with an expectation that changes will be made as new opportunities and technologies arise” (UD 2009, 1).

Humans remain dependent on Earth’s biological and geochemical systems. By disrupting these systems—cutting down tropical rainforests, altering the composition of the atmosphere, acidifying the oceans—we’re putting our own survival in danger.

Elizabeth Kolbert
In November 2019, Newark published its sustainability plan – *Sustainable Newark: The City of Newark’s Plan for Sustainability* (City of Newark 2019). In August 2020, Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control published its climate action plan – *Delaware Climate Action Plan Supporting Technical Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Analysis* (DNREC 2020a). Finally, in Fall 2020, UD’s Sustainability Council produced an annual report – *Annual Report FY 2020*. These collective efforts illustrate the appropriateness and timeliness of this Sustainability Report. This is further underscored by the fact that UD published its Climate Action Report in 2009.

As this report has been created primarily by students, it is in line with UD’s *Mission Statement* which highlights how “UD graduates are prepared to contribute to a global and diverse society that requires leaders with creativity, integrity and a dedication to service” (UDa). This report also reflects that UD is an “institution engaged in addressing the critical needs of the state, nation, and global community” and “promotes an environment in which all people are inspired to learn” (UDa; emphasis added). As of Summer 2021, UD has a total enrolment of 23,613 (UDb). More specifically, there are 18,618 undergraduate students, 4,285 graduate students, and 710 professional and continuing studies students (UDb). These students, as well as staff, faculty, guests, local residents, and ecological entities all stand to gain from a strengthened commitment to tackling climate change and ecological degradation.

The student group that embarked on the establishment of this report was the Graduate Student Government (GSG) Sustainability Committee. Efforts began in October 2020 and were concluded in Fall 2021, with monthly meetings to develop the report, alongside other tasks (e.g. creating legislation). The committee has been described as actively creating “sustainability-related (environmental, economic, social) initiatives at UD, and fosters a strong network between internal and external stakeholders to enhance sustainability efforts” (UDc). This report is a reflection of student dedication to UD and the natural environment.

Finally, in line with the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education’s (“AASHE”) definition of sustainability – found within its *Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating System* (“STARS”) – sustainability in this report can be understood in a “pluralistic and inclusive way, encompassing human and ecological health, social justice, secure livelihoods, and a better world for all generations. Major sustainability challenges include (but are not limited to) climate change, global poverty and inequality, natural resource depletion, and environmental degradation” (AASHE STARS 2019, 34).
Climate change is undeniably a central issue for everyone – individuals, universities, businesses, and governments to name a few. Navigating the effects of climate through mitigation and adaptation strategies has also been challenging, and we are currently riding a sea of change. As academics, we can utilize our creative and innovative mindsets to set sail for sunnier skies, rather than sit through the storm and hope for the best, in spite of acknowledging irrefutable, well-established climate science. Now is the time for action, and UD can be at the forefront of positive, proactive institutional change across the United States.

This Sustainability Report sheds light on new opportunities for positive intervention by UD – opportunities that will allow us to sail to those sunnier skies, to a brighter future. By acting on these opportunities, UD will be able to present itself as a more sustainable academic institution that takes climate change and ecological degradation seriously. In doing so, it will: enhance its national and international standing; increase student, staff, and faculty satisfaction, well-being, and happiness; save money; recognize the intrinsic value of the natural environment and the non-human entities that inhabit these spaces; and elevate its status as a green university. This will likely also benefit UD in appealing to prospective students, staff, and faculty by emphasizing the remarkable sustainability efforts by UD in contrast to its comparator institutions.

The opportunities enclosed within this Sustainability Report can be found in the ‘mini-reports’. The mini-reports, having been written by UD students, highlight the student-led approach to this Sustainability Report. Nonetheless, the mini-reports and their select issues present a range of problems that affect everyone at UD, as well as local residents, and those further afield, including the natural environment itself. These mini-reports were designed to provide brief overviews of these problems – overviews that were accessible to laypeople – and highlight how UD compares to peer institutions and how UD can, in some instances, emulate the success of those institutions on select issues, but also go above and beyond to stand tall and set an example for others to follow. Recommendations, informed by academic and scientific literature and the success of peer institutions, are also made.

To implement, monitor, and evaluate these recommendations, collaboration is essential. Just as collaboration was crucial in creating this Report, collaboration is important in ensuring the success of these recommendations. This means bringing together key stakeholders to tackle a variety of issues – facilities and grounds, dining services, academic services, recreation, transportation, energy, waste, Newark City Council and, where appropriate, the Delaware State Government. It also means utilizing the resources that are readily
available to UD by AASHE, the American Planning Association, Second Nature, EcoDistricts, and the International Living Future Institute, among many others. It also means actively listening to one another, to share wisdom and expertise, but to listen to insights from those from different circles, such as non-academics, and students. This is why this Sustainability Report was designed to be student-led and to be collaborative, to allow students – undergraduate and graduate – to share their knowledge and understanding of sustainability-related issues. The editing of this Report was done by the Chair of the Sustainability Committee, Thomas Benson. Further, by the end of Spring 2022, the University of Delaware’s Sustainability Council hopes to publish *The Executive Sustainability Plan*, of which Thomas will contribute to given his new role in Summer 2021 as Graduate Representative of the Sustainability Council.

Given that UD is committed to building a more sustainable future for its faculty, staff, students, guests, and local residents, there is a single significant commitment that UD ought to make:

2030 Net Zero Emissions
The ultimate goal of this Sustainability Report is to guide and encourage the University of Delaware to consider more sustainable practices not only for the community in Newark, Delaware but for future generations of a local, national, and global community. The need to mitigate the effects of climate change and challenge current ways of thinking with regard to natural resource usage, environmental values, and what it means to build a resilient and connected community is greater than ever before. The United Nations’ Secretary-General, António Guterres, stated that “making peace with nature is the defining task of the 21st century” and a large part of that involves reconciling our wrongdoings inflicted on the natural environment by recognizing the human actions that have led to this key turning point (Guterres, A., 2020, December 2).

As of April 2021, the world continues to suffer from the COVID-19 pandemic, riding the waves of social unrest sparked by decades of racial injustice in the U.S. UD’s community is not alone in questioning how best to move forward, with an increasing number of social and environmental justice demands being made. These demands can no longer be ignored. Therefore, this Report would be incomplete without a brief acknowledgement of environmental justice issues and the history of the land that belonged to Native American Nations long before UD was established.

The myriad of actions that are needed to combat climate change includes incorporating more sustainable practices, creating innovative infrastructure designs, developing creative community outreach efforts, and much more. These tasks require an all-hands-on-deck approach that needs to be grounded in partnerships across disciplines and communities. However, if partnerships and collaborative initiatives are to be developed effectively, institutions need to address current power dynamics that may prevent certain communities from participating in the development of climate change mitigation and adaptation plans. To do so, institutions - including UD - must work to decolonize the participation process and understand that these topics take time to address (Appleton, N.S., 2019). Nonetheless, we can “start by learning more about the relationships institutions have with nearby communities near where we live and the people with whom we interact” (Appleton, N.S., 2019). Alternatively, we can begin this process by examining the history of the physical environment in which UD sits. Working to understand how land ownership, land transfers, and land-grabs have occurred throughout time is something that peer institutions across the U.S. are investigating (see “Other University Initiatives” List Below).

Presently, UD’s Anti-racism Initiative (UDARI) Indigenous Programming Subcommittee is dedicated to investigating the University’s land-grant history. The mission of the UDARI’s Indigenous Programming Subcommittee is to “foster respect for Indigenous peoples and awareness of our responsibilities in the ongoing legacies of colonialism [by] educating ourselves, our students and the broader community to appreciate and learn from Indigenous peoples, cultures, and land, particularly our local history and culture [to] contribute to enriching the University’s scholarly, pedagogical and ecologically- and socially-engaged
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relationships with our state’s, region’s, and global Indigenous communities” (UDARI’s Indigenous Programming Subcommittee, 2021, Mission Statement, part 1). The term “land-grant college” is used to identify higher education institutions that receive federal aid under the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890 (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2021). “Today, there are 112 “land-grant” colleges and universities,” including UD (Lee 2020). The Morrill Acts were issued with a simple idea: “aid economic development by broadening access to higher education for the nation’s farmhands and industrial classes” (Lee & Ahtone 2020). These pieces of legislation worked to ensure equal access to education, but they also required that land be available to grant. Therefore, the Morrill Act of 1862 created opportunities for land from states and territories to be granted to existing and potential future agricultural and mechanical colleges (Lee 2020). By granting land, the institutions could profit from either the use or sale of those lands and “by the early 20th century, 52 of [the 112 “land-grant” colleges and universities] became beneficiaries of land distribution through the Morrill Acts (Lee 2020). However, the theory of the Morrill Acts is grounded in concepts of colonization, manifest destiny, and the myth that the land in the United States was unoccupied and up for the taking. These factors beg the question of who and what benefited from the Morrill Acts. For example, “there would be no higher education as we know it in the United States without the original and ongoing colonization of Indigenous peoples and lands just like there would be no United States” (Lee & Ahtone 2020).

Over the past three years, High Country News investigated questions related to land-grant universities in the U.S. in order to piece together how the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890 resulted in “approximately 10.7 million acres [being] taken from nearly 250 tribes, bands and communities through over 160 violence-backed land cessions, a legal term for the giving up of territory” (Lee & Ahtone 2020). The landscape we see today was taken from Native American Nations and by understanding that complex history more deeply we can start to see the everyday “churches, schools, bars, baseball diamonds, parking lots, hiking trails, billboards, restaurants, vineyards, cabarets, hayfields, gas stations, airports and residential neighborhoods” from a different worldview (Lee et al. 2020). In order to begin to reconcile with historic land-grab, institutions across the nation are looking into ways to address this issue.

Ohio State University, for example, is in the process of formulating a “demonstration/research project at the Newark Earthworks Center regarding indigenous farming practices, with attention to how traditional practices may improve food sovereignty in Native American communities today, and the incorporation of indigenous agricultural wisdom and practices into a new Sustainable Agriculture major and modern agricultural practices more broadly” (Gavazzi & Snyder). Ohio State’s actions highlight the importance of incorporating diverse knowledge systems and building capacity within Native American communities and their efforts go beyond simply stating that they acknowledge their history. The University of Minnesota has developed a policy brief that assesses the possibility of providing Native American students with more scholarships and free tuition in a way that empowers the next generation of Native American leaders to graduate debt-free on their traditional homelands (Red Shirt-Shaw 2020). By examining ways to move beyond land-acknowledgement statements - which is also a practice UD should consider - the process of reconciling the history of UD’s land-grabs will take time, but UD must consider some concrete actions to take so that any statements of recognition do not ring hollow.

There are a variety of ways UD can begin to take steps to trace its land-grant history, but the first action would also be to engage and communicate with the Native American communities in the surrounding area because this process needs to be collaborative and work to strengthen existing relationships. This can help to ensure that each group understands the needs and aspirations of the other. UD’s Anti-racism Initiative (UDARI) Indigenous Programming Subcommittee will continue to investigate UD’s land-grant history, and focus efforts on incorporating more local history and culture about the University’s scholarly, pedagogical, and ecologically- and socially-engaged relationships with our state’s, region’s, and global Indigenous
communities. This Report outlines a series of recommendations for the University to implement and improve its environmental stewardship practices. However, many cultural, social, and environmental issues are intertwined, and UD must redefine its relationship with land, the natural environment, non-human species, and the many diverse communities that recognize these spaces as traditional homelands from time immemorial.

Additional Sources of Information can be provided by the UDARI Indigenous Programming Subcommittee.

**Other University Initiatives (hyperlinked):**

- **Stepping Out & Stepping Up: Toward Truth & Reconciliation with Dispossessed Native American Tribes**, *The Ohio State University*;
- **Cornell University and Indigenous Dispossession Project**, *American Indian and Indigenous Studies Program, Cornell University*;
- **Beyond the Land Acknowledgement: College “LAND BACK” or Free Tuition for Native Students**, *Hack the Gates*;
- **Conference: The University of California Land Grab**, *Centers for Educational Justice & Community Engagement, UC Berkeley and Others*;
- **LAUC Endorsement of the Black Caucus of the ALA Statement**, *Librarians Association of the University of California (LAUC)*; and
- **Student Body Resolution Requesting that the University of Florida Assemble a Working Group**, *University of Florida*

**Bibliography**


With the inauguration of the 46th U.S. President, former UD student, Joe Biden, a newfound commitment to safeguarding the natural environment has emerged. Acknowledging that “there is no greater challenge facing our country and our world” than climate change, President Biden has committed to numerous courses of action, including: a “100% clean energy economy” and “net-zero emissions no later than 2050,” invest in smart infrastructure (buildings, water, transportation, energy), re-joining the Paris Agreement, integrate “climate change” across policymaking domains, take action against fossil fuel companies and other polluters “who put profit over people,” roll back tax incentives that “enrich corporations at the expense of American jobs and the environment,” protect biodiversity by conserving lands and waters, increasing “appliance- and building-efficiency standards,” and “decarbonizing the food and agriculture sector,” among many other plans (Biden Campaign 2021).

With such historic environmental action, UD ought to emulate the efforts by President Biden and his administration in safeguarding the natural environment by committing to similar actions and by committing to the recommendations outlined in this Sustainability Report.

“We have already waited too long to deal with this climate crisis, we can’t wait any longer ... We see it with our own eyes, we feel it in our bones. It’s time to act.”

Joe Biden
Dear Reader,

Thank you for the time you have given to open this Sustainability Report and embrace its objectives, findings, and suggestions. As you will gather, the Report endeavors to illustrate the sustainability progress of UD since the publication of its Climate Action Plan over a decade ago. Much has been done, but much remains to satisfy the Plan’s ambitious goals aimed towards substantial local and global environmental benefit.

This Report is the product of many volunteer hours of students, both graduate and undergraduate, who comprise the Graduate Student Government’s 2020-2021 Sustainability Committee. I thank the Committee, led by Chair Thomas Benson, for their enterprise and stalwart devotion to sparking renewed emphasis on sustainability. Their teamwork has created a felicitous resource in a time of environmental need.

This same theme of togetherness spans these pages, and it is within them that I hope you will be inspired to take part in not only UD’s sustainable future, but in that of the whole Earth, as well. While we may feel too small to tackle giant problems alone, community can make the most giant problem seem small.

With care,

Samantha Bingaman, Former President, Graduate Student Government (2020-2021)
William A. Repetto, Incumbent President, Graduate Student Government (2021-2022)
2007 – UD Sustainability Taskforce created by the Academic & Students Affair Council.

2008 – UD commits to carbon-neutrality goal for 2050.

2008 – UD signs American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment.

Circa 2008 – Green Liaisons created.


2010 – Green Grants (originally UD Sustainability Fund) created.

2015 – Sustainability Manager position posted and filled.

2017 – UD Faculty Senate pass “A Resolution Concerning 100% Renewable and Carbon-Free Electricity to Power UD.”

2018 – UD GSG pass “A Resolution Concerning 100% Renewable and Carbon-Free Electricity to Power UD.”

2020 - Sustainability Council created.

2020 – Sustainability Manager position cut (COVID-19 cuts).


2021 – I Heart UD Giving Day: Sustainability Committee Raise $1,405 for Green Grants Sustainability Initiatives.

2021 – Publication of this Sustainability Report.

2030 – 45% Reduction in Carbon Dioxide Emissions from 2010 Levels (Proposed).

This report features a series of analytical mini-reports that, whilst complementing one another, stand independently of each other in their analyses and recommendations. To tie-in these mini-reports that have been conducted over a period of one academic year (Oct 2020 – Jun 2021) by students – utilizing the same structure for each mini-report, where appropriate – an initial overall analysis of where UD currently stands (as of Summer 2021) is provided (including details on emissions and AASHE). At the end of this report, a summary is provided that further stresses the need for action by UD, as well as a compilation of the issues affecting UD and the solutions that could be adopted to remedy these issues.

Within each mini-report, where appropriate, the following questions are posed:

1. What is the sustainability-related issue?
2. How does this relate to UD?
3. What does scientific/academic data and literature highlight?
4. What are the possible solutions to the issue?

These subtitles are clearly structured to allow for ease of reading. Following each mini-report, the respective bibliography immediately follows for ease of access to source material. Citations in the Foreword, Timeline, Current Situation, and Summary are provided at the very end of the report. All images provided in this report were sourced from free image stocks, such as pixabay and pexels.

We – the authors – appreciate your time in reading this report as diligence, enthusiasm, and passion have been poured into this report over the period of a single academic year, thereby demonstrating the sacrifice that students have made in an effort to enhance the university they love – UD.
In 2008, UD aspired to slash its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 20% by 2020 (UDd). As of Summer 2021, GHG emissions have been reduced by 16.1% since 2008 (UDd). At the same time, the student body has increased by 26% since 2008, and there has been an increase of 17% in buildings square feet since 2008 (UDd).

For UD’s Newark campus (excluding other campuses and facilities in Wilmington, Dover, Georgetown, and Lewes), between FY2007-2019, energy usage was the following: 72% buildings; 23% transportation (including community); 4% transmission line loss; and 1% waste and fertilizer (UDe).

For UD’s Newark campus, there are 970 acres which collect stormwater (UDf). Additionally, there are 22 miles of stormwater pipes, 4 creeks crossing campus, 32 outfalls (where “water is released to waterways”), 80 stormwater management areas (e.g. “ponds, bio-ristation basins, bio-swales, green roofs”), and 1,000 catch basins “to corral and manage stormwater” (UDf).

In terms of food, UD commits to purchasing “local, seasonal and responsibly raised, grown and sourced products whenever possible” (UDg). UD also has an organic farm that is – as of Summer 2021 – currently being relocated to enhance production and allow for the implementation of the Four Seasons Garden (UDh). UD also has its own dairy farm and facilities, spanning 350 acres and consists of approximately 10 Holstein cows (UDi). About “130 acres is available for the production of corn silage and alfalfa haylage” which is subsequently fed to the cows (UDi).

Recycling was initiated by UD students in the early 1990s (UDj). Unfortunately, limited data is available for recycling rates, with the “Single Stream Recycling Rate” for FY2017 being 25% (UDj).

Bicycle racks are provided at some parts of campus, though many students abandon their bicycles at the end of each semester (UDk). The shuttle buses provided freely to those who commute to campus are hydrogen-powered (UDk).

UD has the following: (1) Ecological Preserve (“existing virgin forest currently used for ecological research”) (UDl); and (2) Clark Garden Collections (“the first garden developed” at UD Botanic Gardens, and “consists of a lawn and a series of large specimen trees”) (UDn).
Green Spaces TBA  Designs and proposals for green spaces that have yet to be established (as of Summer 2021, these remain in the conceptual stage of development) include:

(1) **South Campus Green.** This will replace the “parking lot to the East of Townsend Hall” with “[n]ative meadows and unique horticultural displays [that] will enclose the lawn and seat wall blocks” (UDm). It will also provide space for “study spaces or outdoor classrooms,” “offer shade,” “small outdoor concerts,” “Ag Day tents,” and “tailgating parties” (UDm);

(2) **Clark Garden Collections.** Clark Garden is to be improved by adding a path “around the central lawn,” a “water feature,” several “strategic view corridors,” numerous “large canopy trees,” and the “existing parking lot will be replaced with a stone plaza” (UDn). Further, the “Dunham Entry Garden” will be enhanced with “better defined paths that connect to public transportation and the proposed entry plaza” (UDn);

(3) **South Campus Green Gateway.** The proposal for the Green Gateway is in south Newark, where a “double row of canopy trees flanking generous pedestrian sidewalks” would be established, alongside a “low brick wall along the street” to “help to visually connect the South Campus” to the Newark campus” (UDo);

(4) **Wilson Homestead Garden.** This garden “aims to integrate the agricultural program of the [UD] Farm and increase outreach in the [UD] Botanic Gardens by leveraging the existing Historic Wilson House” (UDp). The space will feature “interpretative vegetable gardens, areas for animal husbandry displays, and a working apiary into the garden that will function to educate the public on agricultural systems, urban/suburban gardening, and university research” (UDp);

(5) **Arboretum and Pond.** The purpose of this project is to “create an organic, naturalized landscape that will promote habitat formation and increase biodiversity at UDBG [UD Botanic Gardens] by reintroducing the historic drainage patterns” (UDq). The space will serve as a “place for respite, learning, and contemplation,” and will incorporate a “native grass prairie with dispersed canopy trees,” “[m]own lawns,” “paths and boardwalks,” and “[b]ird blinds” (UDq);

(6) **Four Seasons Garden.** The garden will feature a “central, stone wall lined oval lawn surrounded by sweeping patterns of display gardens containing ornamental grasses, annual displays, and seasonal perennials” (UDr). Also, the central lawn will have the capacity to be used for “events such as Ag Day, farmers markets, sculptural displays, graduations, and tailgating events” (UDr); and
Creamery Lawn and Garden. This space will “serve as the ‘Campus’ entry into UDBG” and will feature a “stone entry plaza surrounded by a seat wall” and, toward the South Campus Green, an “entry pavilion with way-finding and interpretative materials that will also house restrooms, the relocated Insectary, and the expanded UDBG Offices” (UDs). Between the Creamery and entry pavilion, there is a proposal for “interactive, sculptural elements for children to run around and climb” with “[c]overed decks” for “parents to watch their children play or for students to sit with an ice cream” (UDs).

Green Grants This program was established in 2010, originally as the UD Sustainability Fund, and was largely inactive since Summer 2018 but relaunched in February 2021 (UDt; UDy). The purpose of Green Grants is to “provide information and implement outreach efforts among students, faculty and staff to increase campus awareness and support for sustainability initiatives” (UDt). Importantly, Green Grants allows students (undergraduate and graduate) to apply for a grant (up to $10,000) to “promote, educate or address issues of sustainability on the University of Delaware campus(es)” (UDt).

Green Liaisons Program The Green Liaisons Program is a group (operating since circa 2008) involves “students, faculty and staff is sustainability programming campus-wide,” and aims to “[r]aise awareness about sustainability-themed activities and behaviours,” and “[i]dentify and initiate environmental projects in academic and administrative units and within student groups across the University” (UDu).

Sustainability Taskforce This taskforce was created in Fall 2007 and was responsible for developing UD’s Climate Action Plan (2009) (UDv). It was also responsible for fostering “interdisciplinary networking,” raising “awareness” on existing sustainability practices, and building a “more sustainability community” (UDv). The taskforce joined the “Community Engagement Initiative in 2018” and this “culminated in the formation of the Sustainability Council in Spring 2020” (UDv).

Sustainability Council UD’s Sustainability Council was tasked with developing a new Sustainability Plan for UD. The Council consists of “24 members of faculty, students, staff, administration, and community members” (UDx). Due to COVID-19 financial cuts in October 2020, UD lost its Sustainability Manager, Michelle Bennett, who was the co-Chair of the Sustainability Council with Dr. Chris Williams. The Sustainability Council, as of February 2021, operates Green Grants. The meeting notes can be found here: https://sites.udel.edu/sustainability/meetings/

GSG Sustainability Committee Whilst a brief description of the GSG Sustainability Committee is provided earlier in this report, additional information is given here. The committee has a very active membership and is passionate about sustainability issues related to UD and beyond. Together, members bring forward their varied expertise from their respective departments to intellectually conjure potential sustainability projects to advance UD’s sustainability practices.
From Fall 2019 to Spring 2020, William Vincett and Elizabeth Davis were co-Chairs of the Committee and, alongside their members, successfully passed legislation in GSG relating to: Water Bottle Refill Stations, the Office of Sustainability, Native Plants, Hand Dryers, and Recycling Stickers. Meeting minutes and agendas are available for a total of seven meetings. Additional information relating to each piece of legislation is provided below in chronological order, from Fall 2019 onward.

(1) (Report) Proposal for Battery Collection and Recycling Program (2016): This report called for the establishment of a program for battery recycling on UD campuses, allowing battery users to conveniently and quickly dispose of their batteries;

(2) Renewable Energy Projects (2018): This legislation called for UD to achieve the attainment of 100% electricity (on-campus self-generation or associated renewable energy credits) by January 1, 2020, as well as the restoration of the Solar One house; and

(3) Elimination of Single-Use Plastics (2019): This legislation recommended a UD audit of single-use plastics, the establishment of eco-friendly alternatives through collaboration with ARAMARK, and that plastic straws be made available only to those who need them; and

(4) Water Bottle Refill Stations (2019): This legislation called for an increase in water bottle refill stations on UD campus(es) to reduce unnecessary plastic waste, and promote the use of reusable water bottles; and

(5) Office of Sustainability (2019): This legislation demonstrated GSG’s support for the establishment of an Office of Sustainability at UD; and

(6) Native Plants (2020): This legislation called for all UD campuses to exclusively use native plants in all non-academic landscaping to save money, reduce water consumption, reduce fertilizer usage, and enhance biodiversity; and

(7) Hand Dryers (2020): This legislation asserted that conventional hand dryers on UD campuses to be replaced by energy-efficient hand dryers to decrease electricity consumption, improve hygiene, and offer an improved alternative to paper towels; and

(8) Recycling Stickers (2020): This legislation advocated for the placement of recycling infographics on all UD recycling receptacles in an effort to improve UD’s AASHE STARS score and increase the rate of recycling.

In September 2020, the GSG Sustainability Committee elected a new Chair, Thomas Benson. Thomas has been an active member of the Sustainability Committee since Spring 2020. As of Summer 2021, the Sustainability Committee has had six meetings, and the meeting minutes and agendas are available for each
of these. Under his leadership, the Sustainability Committee committed to establishing this report, which was published in June 2020, following an intense nine-month period of research, writing, and networking.

This report primarily received input from graduate student members of the Sustainability Committee but also collaborated with: (i) undergraduate student members in Green Liaisons; (ii) undergraduate student members in the Student Government Association; (iii) the Sustainability Manager (until their departure in October 2020); (iv) the UD Graduate Fellow to the Sustainability Council (Cara Clase); (v) Newark City Council (including the Chair of the Planning Commission, Willard F. Hurd, AIA); and (vi) Delaware’s Environmental Program Manager (Adam Schlachter).

Numerous additional efforts were also made, most of which are centred on mini-reports that are featured in this Sustainability Report. These include, in chronological order from October 2020:

1. **Legislation: Michelle Bennett** (October 2020): Following the loss of Michelle Bennett as the Sustainability Manager, the GSG Sustainability Committee operated in conjunction with the Sustainability Council and UD Faculty Senate to urge campus leadership to reinstate Michelle Bennett and reaffirm commitments to sustainability; and

2. **Legislation: Bikeshare Program** (March 2021): This legislation called for the establishment of a bikeshare program in Newark (DE) to create a bicycle-friendly university and city, as well as to improve human health and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging residents to swap motorized vehicles for bicycles. This legislation received support from Newark’s Planning Commission Chair, Willard F. Hurd (AIA); and

3. **Legislation: Sustainable Lighting** (March 2021): This legislation called for UD to commit to employing sustainable lighting practices across its campuses to enhance energy efficiency, reduce electricity consumption, and save on electricity costs; and

4. **Legislation: Phasing-out ‘Cides** (April 2021): In line with the previous *Native Plants* (2020) legislation, this legislation called for the phasing-out of all ‘cides (pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, etc.) in current and future groundskeeping procedures, and called for UD to design groundskeeping procedures with biodiversity in mind; and

5. **Legislation: Amendment to Elimination of Single-use Plastics** (2019; April 2021): This amendment to the previous legislation on the *Elimination of Single-use Plastics* (2019) reiterated the call for eliminating single-use plastics, in addition to proposing eco-friendly alternatives, such as bio-plastics, compostable cutlery, and/or re-usable cutlery, as well as a possible 15-cent fee for single-use plastics to assist funding sustainability initiatives; and
(6) **Legislation:** *Red Meat and Processed Meat* (May 2021): This legislation adopted a multi-pronged approach to phasing-out red meat and processed meat from campus dining and catering services in an effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, improve human health, diversify food options on campus, and enhance animal welfare; and

(7) **Legislation:** *Building Temperature Control* (May 2021): This legislation called for the creation of a survey for faculty, staff, and students at the end of September 2021 and end of November 2021 to assess thermal comfort during the Fall semester, and at the end of January 2022 and of May 2022 to assess thermal comfort during the Spring semester.

(8) **Legislation:** *Building Retrofitting* (October 2021): This legislation will be brought to the GSG Senate Floor in October 2021 and call for the commitment to five broad building retrofitting and energy efficiency practices: (1) metering and monitoring; (2) energy load management; (3) appliance optimization; (4) building envelope upgrades; and (5) ventilation optimization.

Throughout Fall 2021 and Spring 2022, additional legislation will be written, including: (9) *Carbon Neutrality Support*; (10) *Tree-Planting*; (11) *Phasing-out UD Fleet & Electrification*; (12) *Sustainable Fashion in Campus Shops*; (13) *Fossil Fuel Divestment*; (14) *Food Waste Management*; (15) *Endorsement of UD Botanic Garden Masterplan*; (16) *Electric Vehicle Charging Stations*; (17) *E-Waste Management*; and (18) *Lab Waste Management*.

Anticipated mini-reports and their corresponding legislation (if appropriate) that have been considered, include: (19) Additional Botanic Gardens (Newark Campus); (20) Additional ‘Green Corridors’ Surrounding UD (Newark Campus); (21) Water Usage Reduction Program (leakages, old lines, once-through-cooling); (22) Compilation of External Sustainability Awards for Students; (23) Campus Sustainability Month (October, based on AASHE); (24) Restoration of the Solar One Building; (25) Local Park Clean-ups and Collaboration with Delaware Coastal Clean-up for clean-up trips; (26) Promotion of Sustainability-related Classes; (27) Support for Delaware’s Climate Action Plan; (28) Sustainability Budget for UD; (29) Green Funds Awards; and (30) Rainwater Harvesting.

*This space is intentionally blank.*
Additionally, in the 2020-2021 academic year, the GSG Sustainability Committee: (1) re-established an active connection with Green Liaisons; (2) compiled a list of external funding opportunities for sustainability projects; (3) led successful membership drives; (4) created a partnership with the GSG Mental Health Committee and co-authored a mini-report on the intersectionality of mental health and environmental sustainability; (5) established a connection with Willard F. Hurd (AIA) (October 2020), Chair of Newark City Council’s Planning Commission; (6) received insight from Merrill St. Leger (January 2021), Principal of Urban Designing and Planning at SmithGroup and Chair of American Planning Association’s Sustainable Communities Division; (7) engaged with Adam Schlachter (Delaware’s Environmental Program Manager) regarding the Plastic Bag Ban in Delaware (October 2020); (9) the GSG Mental Health Committee and GSG Sustainability Committee co-led a virtual film screening of the 2040 documentary in March 2021; and (10) collaboration with UDARI Indigenous Programming Subcommittee regarding UD’s history with regard to indigenous peoples and environmental justice.

**AASHE**

AASHE is the “leading association for the advance of sustainability in higher education,” and was established in 2005 (AASHE, A). As of Summer 2021, AASHE is “comprised of over 900 members across 48 U.S. states, 1 U.S. Territory, 9 Canadian provinces and 20 countries” (AASHE, A). Their mission is to “inspire and catalyze higher education to lead the global sustainability transformation” and create a “foundation for a thriving, equitable and ecologically healthy world” (AASHE, B). STARS, as aforesaid, is a “transparent, self-reporting framework for colleges and universities to measure their sustainability performance” (AASHE, C). In chronological ascending order, the available ratings (with the number of institutions in parentheses, as of Summer 2021) are: Reporter (14); Bronze (47); Silver (141); Gold (133); and Platinum (9) (AASHE, C). In February 2018, UD was rated a ‘Reporter’ and in April 2020, UD achieved ‘Bronze’ status (AASHE, D).

AASHE provides a multitude of resources (see https://hub.aashe.org/) for numerous sustainability-related topics, including curriculum, research, campus engagement, public engagement, air and climate, buildings, energy, food and dining, grounds, purchasing, transportation, waste, water, coordination and planning, diversity and affordability, investment and finance, and well-being and work. Accessing these resources allows UD to examine the toolkits provided, STARS data, as well as to see what comparator institutions are doing in these specific areas.

**Carbon Neutrality**

UD has committed to carbon neutrality goal of 2050. In a mini-report featured here, the GSG Sustainability Committee calls for UD to commit to a new goal of achieving net zero emissions by 2030. This new goal comes in light of the IPCC Working Group 1 Report in August 2021 that stressed the need for more drastic action as 2050 was too late (UN 2021).
Receiving a ‘Bronze’ award, UD scored 36.07 points (AASHE, E). This rating is valid until January 30th, 2023 (AASHE, E). Below, the scores for each category have been mimicked for easy viewing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>SUB-CATEGORY</th>
<th>CREDIT SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>Curriculum</td>
<td>14.94 / 40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2.00 / 18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Campus Engagement</td>
<td>9.01 / 21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public Engagement</td>
<td>10.46 / 20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Air &amp; Climate</td>
<td>6.55 / 11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>0.00 / 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>4.18 / 10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food &amp; Dining</td>
<td>2.00 / 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grounds</td>
<td>0.00 / 4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>1.25 / 6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>4.54 / 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>3.37 / 10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>2.82 / 6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning &amp; Administration</td>
<td>Coordination &amp; Planning</td>
<td>1.00 / 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity &amp; Affordability</td>
<td>5.37 / 10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investment &amp; Finance</td>
<td>0.00 / 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wellbeing &amp; Work</td>
<td>1.00 / 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation &amp; Leadership</td>
<td>Exemplary Practice</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>2.00 / 2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As illustrated by the table on the previous page, UD scored zero credits in three categories: buildings, investment and finance, and exemplary practice. For Buildings, UD reported it was not pursuing credits for two further sub-categories, Buildings Operations and Maintenance (five available credits) and Building Design and Construction (three available credits) (AASHE, E). For Investment & Finance, UD reported it was not pursuing credits for three further sub-categories, Committee on Investor Responsibility (two available credits), Sustainable Investment (four available credits), and Investment Disclosure (one available credit) (AASHE, E). Finally, for Exemplary Practice, UD’s Green Athletics program did not meet the required criteria to receive the 0.50 available credit (AASHE, E).

Out of the total 15.5 credits mentioned above, UD needs to score an additional 8.93 credits to achieve a Silver rating. The rating boundaries are in the table below (AASHE, F).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOGNITION LEVEL</th>
<th>MINIMUM OVERALL SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, by enacting the recommendations provided in the mini-reports in this Sustainability Report, UD can undoubtedly achieve a rating of Gold, if not Platinum. Elevating UD’s AASHE STARS rating will assist in raising UD’s status and prestige, thereby attracting donations and further add to UD’s allure in hiring faculty and staff, as well as in interest from prospective students.

More details on each category and sub-category are provided in a Credit Checklist: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bedIjvBrhuNAXoPxYXV02a0oOpG9QnG9oFkqu3EwqOE/edit#gid=0.

Details on exemplary practice for all credits are provided here: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzY70-k46NLgVXdGVWRFQ0NuLUU/view
In developing a clearer sense of how UD stands in comparison to comparator institutions, various university rankings (2020) are provided below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANKING INSTITUTION</th>
<th>GLOBAL / DOMESTIC</th>
<th>OVERALL SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World University Rankings (THE 2020b)</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>251-300 / 1001+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QS World University Rankings (QS 2020a)</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>111-120 / 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QS World University Rankings (QS 2020b)</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>491 / 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWUR World University Rankings (CWUR 2020)</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>247 / 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Monthly (WM 2020)</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>94 / 389</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The authors of the report strongly recommend implementing the proposed recommendations in each mini-report to assist in enhancing the University of Delaware’s national and international status.

UD’s GHG emissions inventory (publications) dates back to 2009 and UD has provided annual (financial/academic year) data from 2011-2012 to 2018-2019. The links to the specific reports are provided below, with an analysis of the latest data provided thereafter.


In the latest GHG Inventory Report (2020), an effort was made to create a “comparison to the 2007-2008 benchmark,” thereby allowing for “direct correlations between the two records while measuring the benefits of carbon mitigation actions taken during the intervening ten years” (UD & Siemens 2020, 2). Whilst there was a slight departure in the methodology from the 2007-2008 inventory, this change were considered in line with “current best practices” and did not “substantially impact the emission totals” (UD & Siemens 2020, 2). Additional details on the methodology are provided on pages two and three of the report.

This Inventory Report also provides a comparison of GHG emissions in 2007-2008 to 2018-2019. It highlights that UD’s “measured GHG emissions declined from 149,207 MT CO$_2$e during the 2007-2008 academic year to 125,078 Metric Tons of CO$_2$e during 2018-2019” (UD & Siemens 2020, 4). Thus, there was a “16.2% decline” in emissions (24,192 MT CO$_2$e) (UD & Siemens 2020, 4).

Comparing the latest findings against the Climate Action Plan, UD failed to meet 2013 (“a 5% reduction target from 2007-2008”), 2015 (10%), and 2020 (20%) reduction targets (UD & Siemens 2020, 6).
Furthermore, the Inventory Reports finds that UD’s “absolute emissions reduction was a result [of] electricity supply generation shifts from coal to natural gas and renewable resources due to state, regional, and national policy changes,” as well as changes in “community behaviours” (UD & Siemens 2020, 6). Additional data on emission sources are provided on pages 10 to 14, including energy and GHG emissions at satellite campuses.

MINI-REPORTS

Sustainability Spending and Definition

To reiterate, each mini-report is considered independent of one another, though some have explicit references to other mini-reports. Given the time constraints of those who have contributed to the Sustainability Report, this approach was considered optimal.

University of Delaware – Sustainability Spending and Definition

Definition

One of the co-Chairs for UD’s Sustainability Council, Dr. Chris Williams, tentatively proposed that UD – or, at the very least, the Sustainability Council – adopts the AASHE STARS definition of sustainability. AASHE defines:

“sustainability in a pluralistic and inclusive way, encompassing human and ecological health, social justice, secure livelihoods, and a better world for all generations. Major sustainability challenges include (but are not limited to) climate change, global poverty and inequality, natural resource depletion, and environmental degradation” (AASHE STARS 2019, 34).

For all intents and purposes, this definition has been adopted by the GSG Sustainability Committee as it adequately incorporates issues of environmental and ecological justice, albeit rather simplistically. Nonetheless, this broad definition is sufficient in encompassing these integral aspects of sustainability and contemporary issues facing both humans and the natural environment as a whole.

Sustainability Spending

Currently – as of Summer 2021 – UD commits none of its annual spending only to sustainability initiatives. Instead, Green Grants – the university’s fund for sustainability initiatives – assumes this role, separate from the budget. The mission of Green Grants is considered the following:

to “provide information and implement outreach efforts among students, faculty and staff to increase campus awareness and support for sustainability initiatives. Green Grants will attract, assess and implement high quality sustainability projects on the UD campus based on student interests, desires and academic or community service” (Green Grants).
In its vision, Green Grants:

“will facilitate an increased level of competence, engagement and a heightened sense of ownership over the University’s goals to reduce campus carbon emissions and create a culture of sustainability. By supporting sustainability projects, Green Grants will contribute to a culture that recognizes the complex interactions of people, planet, and profit” (Green Grants).

Qualifications for funding include the following for graduate students: (1) “Projects must promote, educate or address issues of sustainability on UD campus(es)”; (2) “Current University of Delaware students…may apply individually or in teams; partnerships with faculty and/or staff are strongly encouraged, and in some instances will be required to proceed with funding”; (3) “…projects would be completed by the end of Spring 2022. Multiple-year projects will be considered”; and (4) “Projects under $5,000 are preferred, but innovative and exceptional projects above this amount will also be given consideration” (Green Grants).

According to UD’s Sustainability Council, the funding held within Green Grants derives from university alumni. In recent years, there have been two published projects that have been recipients of funding from Green Grants. In 2018, a $7,000 native wildflower meadow was established (Green Grants). In 2011, a Colburn Green Roof was established and later received $3,000 to assess its state and lay out a design for future maintenance upgrades and upkeep (Green Grants; UDaily 2011).

The current available funding in Green Grants (i.e. total sum of money) is not information that is available to anyone beyond the Sustainability Council. The Council successfully rebooted Green Grants in Spring 2021. Given the financial impact of COVID-19, however, the $10,000 cap on proposed projects was reduced to $5,000. The general advice is that successful projects include collaboration, especially with the Ground Department.

In addition to the native wildflower meadow and Colburn Green Roof, UD has illustrated its capacity for innovative sustainability projects elsewhere. Within the AASHE STARS report, UD received one credit (out of one available credit; IN-24 A) for the installation of its living wall at the STAR Tower (AASHE STARS A). The success of this project can serve as inspiration for further innovative sustainability projects on campus that can be rewarding in terms of AASHE STARS credits, but also in terms of enhancing campus aesthetic and mental and physical well-being of faculty, students (including prospective), staff, and guests.

Projects aside, UD can re-direct spending and spending-affiliated structures and plans to enhance its AASHE STARS rating from its existing Bronze status. For example, UD could achieve one credit (currently zero out of one available credit; OP-12) by purchasing “EPEAT-registered products for desktop and notebook/laptop computers, displays, thin clients, tablets/slates, televisions and imaging equipment” (AASHE STARS B). The university could also achieve one credit (currently zero out of one available credit; OP-13) by “purchasing cleaning and janitorial paper products” that meet one of the listed sustainability criteria (AASHE STARS C). The same applies for the purchasing of “office paper with post-consumer recycled, agricultural residue, and/or Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified content” (currently zero out of one available credit, OP-14) (AASHE STARS D).

By enhancing collaborative efforts between students, staff, and faculty, including at the “highest governing body,” UD can further boost its credit score in terms of participatory governance (currently 0.5 out of three credits; PA-3) (AASHE STARS E). The university ought to continue to establish a framework for engaging external stakeholders (e.g. local government/educational organisations, private sector organisations, and civil society) in the university’s “governance, strategy and operations” regarding its
sustainability efforts (AASHE STARS E). Such collaboration could, for example, come in the form of a Newark Bike Share Program, an Anaerobic Digester, and/or an environmental sustainability information awareness campaign, among other things.

As part of UD’s Climate Action Plan, several key areas ought to be addressed, such as: (1) curriculum; (2) research; (3) campus engagement; (4) public engagement; (5) air and climate; (6) buildings; (7) energy; (8) food and dining; (9) grounds; (10) purchasing; (11) transportation; (12) waste; (13) water; (14) diversity and affordability; (15) investment and finance; (16) wellbeing and work; and (17) others (e.g. arts, culture, and technology) (AASHE STARS F). These plans – enveloped within a broader Climate Action Plan or Sustainability Plan – must feature “measurable sustainability objectives” that include as many of the above listed key areas of interest as possible (AASHE STARS F). In doing so, UD can score higher than its current 0.5 credit (out of four available credits; PA-2) (AASHE STARS F). To this end, this report lays the foundation for many of these areas by accumulating research and proposing recommendations.

Furthermore, UD ought to establish a “committee on investor responsibility” that makes “recommendations to fund decision-makers on socially and environmentally responsible investment opportunities across asset classes” (thus, external investments) (AASHE STARS H). Including a mix of faculty, students, and staff on the committee would be ideal for diversity and representation, as well as conjuring ideas for the best steps forward in making progress for UD. Currently, UD has zero out of a total of two available credits for Investor Responsibility (AASHE STARS H).

In terms of Sustainable Investment, UD has zero out of a total of four available credits (AASHE STARS I). With endowments over $1 million – as of 2019, standing at around $1.64 billion (UDIO 2019, 11) – UD has two options to increase its score for this credit: (1) invest in sustainable industries (e.g. renewable energy or sustainable forestry), businesses with “exemplary sustainability performance,” sustainability investment funds (e.g. renewable energy or impact investment fund), community development financial institutions, or socially responsible mutual funds with positive screens; or (2) have a “publicly available sustainable investment policy,” engage in “proxy voting to promote sustainability” through its committee on investor responsibility, file or co-file “one or more shareholder resolutions that address sustainability,” have a “publicly available investment policy with negative screens,” use a “sustainable investment policy to select and guide investment managers,” and engage in “policy advocacy by participating in investor networks (e.g. Principles for Responsible Investment, Investor Network on Climate Risk, Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility)” (AASHE STARS I).

In conjunction with the above, UD can obtain one further credit (currently zero out of a total of one available credit; PA-10) by making a “snapshot of its investment holdings available to the public, including the amount invested in each fund and/or company and proxy voting records” (AASHE STARS J). Incremental points are available but, to obtain the full one credit, the university must make the “entire investment holdings publicly available” (AASHE STARS J). Such improved transparency can serve to depict UD leading among U.S. and international universities by engaging in good governance practices. These practices could bolster attention from prospective students and faculty, as well as enhance the university’s donations and opportunities for collaboration in establishing a strong governance record.

To best coordinate these efforts, UD can obtain one credit (currently zero out of one available credit; PA-1) by establishing at least “one sustainability committee, office, and/or office tasked by the administration…to advise on and implement policies and programs related to sustainability on campus” and the “committee, office, and/or officer” must focus on “sustainability broadly…and cover the entire institution” (AASHE STARS G). This would, given the current Office of Sustainability, mean clarifying and
enhancing the Office of Sustainability’s functions and responsibilities.

**Recommendations**

Moving forward, it would be beneficial for UD to establish a sustainability budget. Such a budget would dedicate a certain percentage of annual spending to sustainability initiatives, and projected increases in this budget could be provided. For example, it could be argued that UD ought to devote 1% of its annual spending on sustainability initiatives but, by 2025, this ought to increase to 5%. Moreover, UD ought to aim to achieve the maximum available credits outlined above by transitioning to environmentally sustainable products, improve investments, and create the appropriate committees for planning and climate action.

**Bibliography**


As of April 2021, the Sustainability Council announced the first annual Green Hen Awards. This is an annual celebration of extraordinary sustainability efforts on and off-campus at UD, and is an opportunity to recognize outstanding research, curriculums, and projects that help the wider UD community move closer to a greener and more sustainable future.

Sustainability Awards

From well-known national and international awards, like the Pulitzer Award, Oscars, BAFTAs, Grammys, Nobel Prize, to lesser well-known awards, such as the James Dyson Award, and the Earthshot Award, many people like to see strong work ethic being rewarded with recognition. By creating sustainability awards for faculty, staff, and students, UD can demonstrate its recognition of important past or ongoing efforts, within its own institution, to safeguard the natural environment.

Beside rewarding individuals for their devotion to sustainability on campus, there are multiple other reasons why awards ought to be given. Frey and Gallus find in their research on awards that after award receipts, awardees are more likely to be productive (e.g. produce more “quality-weighted publications”), and more likely to be recognized (e.g. increased number of citations) (Frey & Gallus 2015). Summarizing much of the extant literature, Frey and Gallus also highlight that awards, such as a monetary sum, can significantly “increase performance” (Frey & Gallus 2015). From the increased academic performance and attention, it could be extrapolated that these developments could serve to bolster UD’s reputation, nationally and internationally. Furthermore, outwardly, it demonstrates to comparator institutions that UD is taking the issue of climate change seriously and is recognizing those who sacrifice their time pursuing their own endeavors for the benefit of the collective.

In fact, comparator institutions are ahead of the curve. The Sierra Club’s Cool Schools 2020 Full Ranking places UD 284th out of 312 universities and colleges in the U.S. (Sierra Club 2020). The
methodology for arriving to these conclusions is derived from collaborative efforts with AASHE (Sierra Club 2019). UD does not feature in Princeton’s Top 50 Green Colleges for 2020 (Princeton Review). Within AASHE, UD received a Bronze rating – the second-lowest rating available out of a total of five ratings – in 2020 (AASHE 2020, 79). Thus, UD’s recent establishment of the Green Hen Awards is a step in the right direction toward enhancing sustainability efforts and actions on campus, as well as boosting UD’s prestige.

Comparisons between academic institutions in the U.S. in terms of eligibility criteria (“eligibility”), nomination process (“nomination”), award selection process (“selection”), and the award itself (“award”) are outlined in TABLE 1 (see page 33). These comparisons provide insight into the operations of the Green Hen Awards. Texas A&M University has offered a Sustainability Champion Award since 2017 – one each for a member of staff, a member of faculty, an undergraduate student, and a graduate student (TAMU). To be eligible, undergraduates and graduates must have a minimum GPA of 2.5 and faculty and staff must have been employed for more than one year (TAMU). Nominees cannot have won the award within the previous two years, and they must demonstrate “excellence and commitment” to making the university “more environmentally, economically, and/or socially sustainable” by doing one of the following (or similar): “develop a sustainability project to improve campus; educate peers on sustainability issues; host a sustainability outreach event or initiative; incorporate sustainability into an organisation; conduct research on pressing sustainability issues; incorporate sustainability into curriculum and teaching; or work to make…[the university] more inclusive, diverse, and socially just” (TAMU).

Moreover, nominations (self-nominates acceptable) must be accompanied by a minimum of one and a maximum of three letter(s) of support (each a maximum of one-page at 11-point font size) (TAMU). These letters must outline the nominee’s character, motivation, and accomplishments, as well as specific examples and a summary of their contributions to sustainability and how they have made an impact (TAMU). Immediate family and award selection committee members are excluded from writing letters of support (TAMU). Upon completing a document with relevant information (e.g. name, email, department, title, summary of sustainability project(s) and/or action(s), summary of benefits, and a summary of impact), these are submitted to the sustainability office by email (TAMU). An “anonymous committee of individuals with knowledge of sustainability efforts” make the selection of the awardees using a “specific scoring matrix” (no details provided) (TAMU). Finally, in receiving the award, awardee names are published on the website.

The University of Oregon (UO) launched its Campus Sustainability Awards in 2015 to “recognize individuals whose contributions deepen our culture of sustainability across a range of institutional activities,” and the process is managed by the campus sustainability manager (UOregon A). Each award is “sponsored and selected by a different unit or division on campus,” such as the Student Sustainability Centre, Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation, and Division of Student Life, among others (UOregon A; UOregon B). Several awards are given each year in the following categories (sponsors in parentheses):

**Student Leadership (Student Sustainability Centre):** “Recognizes students who have made significant impacts towards human equity, environmental vitality, and economic well-being at the UO.”

**Town and Gown (Government and Community Relations):** “Recognizes individuals or groups for projects that promote, educate or enhance a more sustainable community.”

**Excellence in Teaching (Office of the Provost’s Teaching Engagement Program):** “Recognizes faculty who have developed pedagogy and curriculum which reinforce and advance principles of sustainability through course design and instruction.”
Research (Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation): “Recognizes a University of Oregon researcher whose research has made significant contributions to human knowledge related to sustainability.”

Innovation (Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation): “Recognizes a University of Oregon project whose innovations were developed in the course of UO research and are now offered as publicly available products or services that improve sustainability.”

Sustainable Student Programming and Support (Division of Student Life): “Recognizes an individual, team, or department unit for student-focused programs, projects, or initiatives related to sustainability.”

Sustainable Campus (Office of the Vice President of Finance and Administration): “Recognizes an employee or team for the introduction of a sustainability best practice into their department or unit’s day-to-day work or their service to campus.”

Campus Design (Campus Planning, and Design and Construction): “Recognizes units or individuals who have demonstrated leadership and creativity in support of the Oregon Model for Sustainable Development.” (UOregon B).

An annual ceremony is held to “celebrate the winners” in the Spring semester, alongside publication of awardee names on the university website with a summary of their achievement (see above list) and a short video of their accomplishment(s) (as a summary or an interview) (UOregon A; UOregon B). It is unclear whether staff can be recipients of awards (although somewhat implied by some of the awards), but it is clear that faculty, undergraduate students, and graduate students can receive awards. There is one award in each category, which the exception of Excellence in Teaching, where two awards are available (UOregon B). Eligibility criteria are unclear, though it is implied from UO’s webpages that awards are based solely on sustainability efforts (merit) (UOregon B).

Harvard University’s Green Carpet Awards is a “biennial celebration of Sustainability Leaders,” which recognizes the “outstanding efforts of teams and individuals across Harvard to create a health, more sustainable campus” (Harvard). The award has been available since 2010, and the award ceremonies are held in Spring (Harvard). The eligibility, nomination, and selection criteria are unclear, but it is implied that awards are granted on the basis of merit alone (Harvard). Categories for the awards include:

Innovative/Creativity: “Seeks out and utilizes new technology; develops and advances better processes to produce impactful change.”

Replicable Models: “A “first of its kind,” materials and resources from this project are made available to others across in order to create efficiencies, streamline processes, and grow sustainability projects on campus.”

Collaboration/Engagement: “Actively engages stakeholders within and beyond their School; engages fully in Harvard’s sustainability programming including: Green Office, Green Loan Fund, working groups, and events.”

Energy/Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction: “Creative opportunities that reduce energy and/or greenhouse gas emissions on campus and in buildings through construction, operations, engagement, technology, or new processes.”

Waste Reduction: “Exemplifies “reduce, reuse, recycle and compost” properties in an office, buildings, or construction settings.”

Water Reduction: “Explores creative opportunities to reduce water consumption on campus and in
buildings through operations, engagement, or technology.”

Above and Beyond: “Not only embraces sustainable practices such as the Green Building Standards, LEED, Green Office, temperature policy, etc, but continually strives to achieve more than is designated in these practices” (Harvard).

Additionally, Yale University has annual sustainability awards for “students, faculty, [and] staff” for “outstanding service” and “impact on Yale’s environmental and social efforts” (Yale 2015). Awardees are “selected through a university-wide nomination process that considers the individuals' contributions to enhancing sustainability at Yale,” but no further details are provided, nor about the award selection process (Yale 2015). It is also unclear when the awards began, but details are only provided for the year 2015 (Yale 2015). One award was given to a student after she “authored the school’s sustainability action plan, developed a portfolio of waste management programs, and conducted research on building-occupancy behaviour,” as well as having previously led Yale University Press “office’s green team” (Yale 2015). Another award was given to a member of faculty was the result of “internationally recognized efforts” for sustainability research (Yale 2015). Finally, a staff member received an award for leadership in several campus-related sustainability initiatives (Yale 2015).

Cornell University established the Cornell University Partners in Sustainability Awards (CUPSA) in 2010 and has provided awards annually to “recognize individuals and teams who have exemplified the sustainability values of Cornell, made significant and notable contributions to the sustainable development and social equity of the Cornell campus, or displayed outstanding partnership for advancing sustainability within our campus and community” (Cornell). Self-nominations are welcome for individuals and teams/groups, and students, staff, faculty, and community partners (a group or individual that works with Cornell University) can be nominated (Cornell). However, the Campus Sustainability Office is exempt from nominations (Cornell). In nominating someone or a team or oneself, contact information and information of the contributions/achievements must be provided, and can be provided anonymously (Cornell). Areas of recognition include:

**Collaboration:** “The nominee has contributed to or improved the capacity of the Cornell campus community to work together, creating new connections and collaborations which spark and strengthen trust, community building, intersectional work, discovery, ideas, research, and real progress towards our climate and sustainability goals. Alternately, the nominee has helped to advance sustainability or climate goals shared by Cornell and the region, supporting solutions which benefit community members in our region and/or across New York State.”

**Education:** “The nominee has contributed to academic or co-curricular education for climate and sustainability topics through the creation or advancement of classes, campaigns, and educational experiences that make the Cornell campus a “living laboratory” for sustainability. Education may have focused on students, faculty, or staff. Nominees are helping to prepare the generation of scholars, entrepreneurs, artists, and leaders and empowering campus community members to make informed sustainable decisions at work and home.”

**Campus Progress:** “The nominee has helped advance the Cornell campus as a model of sustainable operations and experience, including specific advancements in buildings, land, water, energy, food, waste, purchasing, people, climate, or transportation. Nominee may have successfully reached a climate action plan goal, reduced campus emissions, or improved performance in a specific area (or advanced knowledge towards a specific goal). Note that research or projects which attempted progress but failed are still useful, as they teach us how to improve and accelerate performance for future work!”

**Passion:** “The nominee walks the talk - displaying passion, pride, and innovation in sustainability
thinking and practice. Sustainability change takes time and energy which the nominee is steadfast in presenting to the Cornell community. The nominee takes initiative to put sustainability at the forefront of projects and pursuits, and empowers others in their work unit or the University to do the same.”

McGill University provides numerous awards at its Catalyst Awards Gala that recognizes achievements of three groups and three individuals “which have excelled in: Operations; Connectivity and Governance & Administration; and the Research and Education Categories of the McGill Vision 2020 Sustainability Strategy” (McGill A). Additional description highlights that awardees have made “meaningful and enduring contributions to the sustainability movement” at the university (McGill B). The range of awards include the following:

Emerald Key Award (individual): “This award recognizes a student who has made significant and lasting contributions in furthering McGill’s culture of sustainability.”

Distinguished Contribution Award (individual): “This award recognizes a McGill administrative, support and/or academic staff who has made a profound and sustained contribution to advancing sustainability in the McGill community. It may be awarded to current or retired employees, or it can be awarded posthumously. The individual must also have contributed to the University for a minimum of 10 years.”

Faculty & Staff Award (individual): “This award recognizes a McGill administrative, support and/or academic staff who has inspired real change on McGill’s campuses, increasing the sustainability of the University.”

Connectivity, Governance & Administration Award (group): “This award recognizes initiatives that emphasise the need for strong connections, within both McGill and its broader communities, and/or address how the University is managed in terms of people, finance, decision-making and process implementation.”

Operations Award (group): “This award recognizes initiatives that work to improve the sustainability of the physical activities that support the ongoing functioning of the University.”

Research & Education Award (group): “This award recognizes an initiative that encompasses original research from the McGill community, and/or focuses on student, staff, faculty, and institutional learning” (McGill B).

Like UO, McGill hosts an annual award ceremony, and also publishes awardee names on the university website, alongside a video (McGill A). However, McGill’s videos differ in that they are shorter in length (no more than two minutes, compared to UO’s 15-20-minute videos) and feature what could be the faculty or staff member that nominated the awardee (McGill A). These faculty/staff members outline the achievements of the awardee, their motivations, and their ambitions (McGill A).

In summation, most of the universities listed here offer sustainability awards on the basis of merit (excellence in sustainability efforts and/or actions) alone, with few placing restrictions on this (e.g. GPA minimum for students or minimum number of years of employment for staff and faculty). Most universities appear (implied if not otherwise clear) to offer awards to students (undergraduates and graduates), staff, and faculty, with some explicitly offering awards for individuals and teams/groups, and some extend this to feature community partners too. In terms of nominations, most universities allow self-nominations (implied if not otherwise clear), whilst others require sponsorship or letter(s) of support.

Further, selection processes are, for the most part, unclear, but those that are clear, are centred on sponsorship or an anonymous committee with sustainability knowledge. For the award itself, all universities
publish the award title and awardee name on their respective university website. Thereafter, there is variation, such as a physical award, an annual award ceremony, and a video (varying in length) summary of accomplishments or interview with the nominator/awardee. Most universities grant the awards in Spring, and the categories of sustainability-related awards have overlap between universities, such as: excellence in teaching, excellence in leadership and passion, excellence in collaboration and engagement (on-campus), excellence in research, excellence in innovation and creativity, excellence in campus progress (design, operations, emissions/waste/water reduction), excellence in community partnership/outreach (off-campus), and excellence in governance and administration.

Finally, due to spatial limitations, sustainability awards by other comparator institutions are listed in TABLE 1, without any detailed description or analysis here. These include: Weber State University (Weber); Emory University (Emory); North Carolina State University (NCSU); Penn State University (PSU); Southern Illinois University (SIU); and the University of North Carolina Wilmington (UNCW).

Recommendation(s)
Given the above, this mini-report endorses the establishment and implementation of the Green Hen Awards to annually celebrate outstanding research, curriculums, and projects that help the wider UD community move closer to a greener and more sustainable future.

These Awards are an opportunity, according to the Sustainability Council, to give back to the people who have donated their time and efforts to sustainability projects and initiatives. In turn, Green Hen Award recipients will receive a monetary award in addition to formal recognition on the Sustainability Council’s website. There are three award types:

- **Student Award of Excellence:** “This award recognizes an undergraduate, graduate, or continuing education student that has demonstrated a commitment to sustainability initiatives on campus or the wider Delaware community.”
- **Staff Award of Excellence:** “This award recognizes a staff member that has demonstrated a commitment to sustainability initiatives on campus or the wider Delaware community.”
- **Faculty Award of Excellence:** “This award recognizes a faculty member that has demonstrated a commitment to sustainability initiatives on campus or the wider Delaware community.”

More information can be found on the Sustainability Council’s website, here: [https://sites.udel.edu/sustainability/the-green-hen-awards/](https://sites.udel.edu/sustainability/the-green-hen-awards/)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Nomination</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University</td>
<td>Students: 2.5 GPA Staff and Faculty: One year minimum employment</td>
<td>Self-nominations acceptable, 1-3 letters of support required</td>
<td>Anonymous committee with knowledge of sustainability efforts</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Oregon</td>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts</td>
<td>Sponsored by a unit/division on campus</td>
<td>Selected by a unit/division on campus</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website and video; annual award ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website; biennial award ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University</td>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts</td>
<td>University-wide nomination process</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University</td>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts</td>
<td>Self-nominations acceptable</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website; physical award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts, some restrictions (e.g. distinguished contribution award)</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website and video; annual award ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber State University</td>
<td>Any research project in the area of sustainability completed within the last academic year; students and faculty (2 awards each)</td>
<td>Self-nominations acceptable</td>
<td>Subcommittee of the Weber State University Faculty Senate Environmental Initiatives Committee</td>
<td>Monetary award (two $500 awards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory University</td>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts; 6 awards available; students, faculty, and staff eligible</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Unclear, but possibly the Office of Sustainability Initiatives</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC State University</td>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts; 6 awards available; students, faculty, staff, and campus department or student organization eligible</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Unclear, but possibly the Sustainability Council</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website; award ceremony; physical award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Nomination</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence in sustainability efforts; 5 awards available; students and student organizations eligible</td>
<td>Faculty, staff, and students nominate other students, self-nominates not acceptable</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Publication of award and name on university website; award ceremony; custom physical award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Problem Statement**

Globally, biodiversity is “declining at an unprecedented rate, and the pressures driving this decline are intensifying” (CBD 2020, 2). The use of “fertilizers and pesticides” remains at high levels and they are “among the main drivers of global biodiversity loss” (CBD 2020, 7). Specifically, in Delaware, the coming decades present increased threats from climate change – such as increased flooding and droughts that can exacerbate biodiversity loss (EPA 2016, 1-2). Furthermore, the fact that many species continue to be endangered in Delaware should, in and of itself, prompt action (Delaware Gov). For these very reasons, action should be taken to reduce the amount of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides in order to help reduce the impact UD is having on biodiversity loss.

**Overview**

The United States Environmental Protection Agency makes it clear that biodiversity “underpins all ecosystems and their services,” thereby emphasising the significance of biodiversity conservation and preservation. The EPA defines biodiversity as the “variety of all forms of life” and highlight that “it is essential to the existence and proper functioning of all ecosystems” by maintaining the global ecosystem that we fundamentally depend on for “food, air…water security, and multiple other natural benefits” (EPA). Similarly, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) recognizes that biodiversity is “all the different kinds of life you’ll find in one area—the variety of animals, plants, fungi, and even microorganisms like bacteria that make up our natural world” (WWF). The WWF adds that these various “species and organisms work together in ecosystems…to maintain balance and support life” and the loss of biodiversity threatens “food, clean water, medicine, and shelter” (WWF).

The World Bank states that biodiversity “provides nutritious food, supplies clean air and water, sustains livelihoods, acts as a buffer against extreme weather events and regulates the climate” (World Bank). Globally, however, biodiversity being “threatened by an unprecedented transformation and exploitation of terrestrial and marine ecosystems – driven mostly by human activities,” with one-eighth of the total animal and plant species risking extinction within the coming decades (World Bank). The EPA adds that “chemicals” and “nutrient loading” – like pesticides and their ilk – “pose serious threats to aquatic and terrestrial species,” thereby underscoring the need for action on pesticides and functional equivalents, like insecticides, fungicides, adulticides, rodenticides, and herbicides (EPA). Hereafter, these will be collectively stated as “‘cides.”

The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) distinguishes between direct and indirect drivers that affect biodiversity and adopt a global viewpoint in identifying these drivers. They identify pesticides and “agricultural insecticides” as being responsible for reducing “macroinvertebrate richness in rivers by up to 40%,” with “urban and agricultural herbicides”
adversely affecting non-target species like algae (IPBES 2019a, 115). Pesticides can also “exert chronic effects and have endocrine disruptive properties that affect freshwater biodiversity, and jeopardize the health of water ecosystems” (IPBES 2019a, 115). Given UD campus’s proximity to White Clay Creek, Christina River, and other major water bodies UD’s usage of ‘cides threatens local waterways and biodiversity (Donnelly 2002).

In addition to threatening non-human species and disregarding the intrinsic value and vital ecosystem services that they possess and provide, ‘cides also pose the risk of generating resistance in pathogens, pests, and crops that subsequently become “major threats to human wellbeing” (IPBES 2019b, 63). Perhaps most relevant to UD is that ‘cides usage exacerbates “land and soil degradation and erosion” and adversely affects species distribution and populations of “pollinators and other beneficial organisms” (IPBES 2019b, 91-92). Powney et al. specifically note that pesticides are a “major threat to pollinator diversity” (Powney et al. 2019, 2). This finding is echoed by the Delaware government, which highlights that the “use of certain pesticides” is partly responsible for “[d]eclines in pollinator populations” (Delaware Gov 2015a, 93).

Research in the UK has found that the loss of pollinators adversely affects human well-being and health. Pollination is crucial in “sustaining wild flowers,” it “benefits agricultural and horticultural production,” and bees and hoverflies are considered “popular insects” that “people enjoy seeing…in towns, cities and the wider countryside,” thereby emphasising the ecological value and aesthetic and cultural value of pollinators (JNCC 2019, 4).

Internationally, in championing biodiversity, the USAID argues that “[c]onservation is an American tradition that creates and sustains economic opportunity and protects the plants, animals, and natural places that communities need to thrive” (USAID). By not implementing preventative practices for biodiversity loss, UD potentially increases “risks of disease and poor nutrition,” unsustainable “food productivity,” “[e]nvironmental crime,” and “economic [dis]empowerment” (USAID). At the state level, Delaware’s government recognizes that “pesticide spraying” has contributed to the endangerment of species (Delaware Gov 2015a, 21). In the government’s 2015 report, they found that the “steady decline in monarch butterfly…numbers” was attributable to, among other factors, “the dramatic increase in the use of the herbicide Roundup (glyphosphate)” and the “widespread use of systemic insecticides such as neonicotinoids within the breeding range of the monarch” (Delaware Gov 2015a, 81).

Moreover, the Delaware government found that “[a]ll fireflies are suspected of being sensitive to pesticide application, including those that occur in urban areas” (Delaware Gov 2015a, 91). More broadly, “[p]esticides,” “fungicides and insecticides” present challenges for “many invertebrate” species of greatest conservation need (Delaware Gov 2015b, 37). Insecticides and fungicides are particularly problematic in terms of negatively affecting honey bees and bumblebees (Delaware Gov 2015b, 37). The “[w]idespread use of non-selective herbicides to treat weeds” can reduce the “diversity of native plants in the vicinity” and “may lead to increased herbicide resistance of some plant species,” possibly “including invasive” species (Delaware Gov 2015b, 37).

At a residential scale, the Delaware government recognizes that “pesticides” continue to be used on a “large scale,” especially for “mosquito control treatments” that impinge on “native invertebrate species,” including species recognized as being in greatest conservation need, such as certain species of “bees, butterflies, and moths” (Delaware Gov 2015b, 38). Unfortunately, Newark City Council’s Sustainable Newark plan (2019) makes no mention of localized efforts to combat ‘cides usage, and the recently-formed UD Sustainability Council, based on its 2020 (FY) report, makes no mention of ‘cides.

Currently, UD uses a broad range of ‘cides, such as Dimension (herbicide), Tupsuran (herbicide), Snapshot (herbicide), Gallery (herbicide), Freehand (herbicide), Dimension 2EW (herbicide), Powerzone (herbicide), Acclaim Extra (herbicide), Drive 75 DF (herbicide), Basogran T&O (herbicide), Merit
(insecticide), Tempo (insecticide), Orthene T&O (insecticide), Conserve (insecticide), Glyphosate (herbicide), and Sureguard (herbicide) (UD Grounds). Other artificial sprays include dormant oil (effectively insecticide), Primo (plant growth regulator), Atrimmec (plant growth regulator), and indicator dye (blue dye added to sprays) (UD Grounds).

However, steps can be taken in combatting ‘cides usage to limit or altogether stop their detrimental effect on biodiversity. Some educational institutions have already limited or altogether banned ‘cides usage, such as the University of California on all its campuses (Latham 2019; Feldman 2020), Sonoma State University (SSU News 2019), all Hawaiian public schools (Essoyan 2019), all Connecticut municipal playgrounds and limitations on applications on school property (Beyond Pesticides 2015), and all New York State schools, day care centres, playgrounds, and athletic fields (NYS Gov). UD, therefore, is presented with an opportunity to intervene – to limit and phase-out ‘cides usage on its campuses and protect its students, faculty, staff, guests, and non-human inhabitants.

Rationale for Intervention
Given the growing alarm over the decline in biodiversity, there is a need for intervention now. Without such intervention – for business to continue as usual or to do nothing – the trend in biodiversity loss in Delaware will continue. UD can play an important role in setting an example for other educational institutions in Delaware – and the U.S. as a whole – and encourage them to follow suit. Additionally, by improving sustainability on campus, UD can utilize its improved sustainability status to attract undergraduate students and simultaneously enhance its AASHE STARS rating (Nuwer 2014; Murtagh 2019).

In 2020, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) awarded UD, in its Sustainability Tracking and Rating System (STARS), a “Bronze” rating (AASHE STARS A). In 2018, UD received the lowest rating – “Reporter” (AASHE STARS B). In chronological ascending order, the available rating (with minimum credits in parentheses) are as follows: Reporter (N/A), Bronze (25), Silver (45), Gold (65), and Platinum (85) (AASHE STARS 2019, intro 2). In the 2020 report, there is evidently much room for UD to take positive action in enhancing campus sustainability and, subsequently, boost its AASHE STARS rating. In this mini-report, UD scored 36.07 credits (AASHE STARS A).

For example, 12 credits are available for Research and Scholarship (AC-9), in which UD scored zero (AASHE STARS B). To achieve this, UD needs to conduct an “inventory to identify the institution’s sustainability research” (AASHE STARS C). Completing this alone would increase UD’s AASHE STARS rating to Silver (48.07 credits, 3.07 above the required 45). Of course, this not as germane to ‘cides usage as some of the other credits available. For Biodiversity (OP-10), UD scored zero out of a possible 2 credits (AASHE STARS D). This requires UD to conduct an “assessment to identify endangered and vulnerable species and/or areas of biodiversity importance on land owned or managed” by UD (AASHE STARS C).

Moreover, UD scored zero out of a possible two credits for Landscape Management (OP-9), which requires UD to report on how it manages its grounds “organically or in accordance with an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program,” which underscores the importance of limiting ‘cides usage (AASHE STARS C; AASHE STARS E). Thus, by limiting and, eventually, phasing-out ‘cides on campus, UD can enhance its own AASHE STARS rating and, subsequently, elevate its chances of prospective students being allured by UD’s world-leading sustainability efforts and status.

Recommendations
UD has already made progress toward enhancing campus sustainability in recent years and these efforts are incontrovertibly laudable, but some of the heavy-lifting remains. Based on all of the evidence cited in this mini-report, there are multiple avenues that could be pursued to bolster UD’s efforts to combat biodiversity
Loss on campus and, consequently, illustrate UD’s leading efforts to challenge a globally-recognized problem.

Based on the IPBES 2019 report, grassland on campus could be transformed into “species-rich meadows and other managed cultivated systems with biodiversity objectives in mind” to have a positive impact on biodiversity (IPBES 2019b, 91). This could be tied to a possible tree-planting program supported by UD (on- or off-campus), which raises the University’s engagement with the local community (EN-13 and EN-14 in AASHE STARS) and, thereby, also increases UD’s AASHE STARS rating (AASHE STARS C). The organically-managed land could further enhance student, faculty, staff, and guest mental and physical well-being, and demonstrate that UD is at the forefront of innovative sustainability action. Possible funds for this project (and others) could be sourced from UD’s Green Grants, in conjunction with Newark City Council or Delaware Congress, UD’s endowment, donations, and/or external grants.

Building on a 1999 Environmental Law Institute report for Delaware, UD could commit to many other actions (ELI 1999, 47, 73-74, 116-117, 130). Rather than adopting a single policy intervention, however, this mini-report recommends that as many policy interventions are adopted as possible – the more, the merrier. These include:

- Clearly outline UD’s definition of biodiversity, or adopt an existing, authoritative definition of biodiversity, such as one provided by the EPA or WWF;
- Develop a UD campus-wide biodiversity assessment and plan, including an established list of pests known to exist on campus (OP-9) (AASHE STARS C);
- Establish zones on campus that are earmarked for environmental protection to safeguard biodiversity and disallow land development, other than efforts to further enhance biodiversity;
- Adopt stringent environmental design standards for development projects on campus. This includes incorporating principles of biodiversity conservation and restoration into land-use management and development (e.g. consider the impact of development on natural land and minimize damage to natural ecosystems insofar as possible, such as relocating species, developing a green rooftop, planting trees and flowers to replace the environmental loss from the damage from construction);
- Exercise authority to deny Newark City Council’s infrastructure projects and policies should they not be in line with stringent environmental standards. To this end, promote infrastructure projects that encourage walking, cycling, and affordable and accessible eco-friendly public transport;
- Involve students, faculty, staff, and the local community in policy planning and land-use development, ideally in advance of decision-making. For this, UD should utilize its social media and website presence to advertise and promote participation in sustainability and biodiversity programs;
- Tighten soil and water conservation plans to prevent soil erosion and degradation;
- Improve UD’s Sustainability webpage to make visible UD’s commitment to conservation of all wildlife and biodiversity, and UD’s ongoing efforts and goals;
- Seek appropriations, donations, and external funding to create a fellowship fund for graduate students at UD to ensure efforts pertaining to UD’s sustainability efforts are continued into the future and UD’s commitment to biodiversity is maintained;
- Establish UD’s nine projects within the Botanical Gardens Master Plan;
- Create new sustainability programs and enhance existing programs offered to students (undergraduate and graduate) to increase awareness; and
- Use an Anaerobic Digester – using food waste from UD Dining Services and, possibly, Newark as a whole – to generate compost as a natural fertilizer to replace synthetic fertilizers currently in use.

Ideally, UD ought to collaborate with local non-profits, non-governmental organisations, community groups, Newark City Council, and surrounding areas to encourage the adoption of similar policies and further illustrate UD’s leadership in sustainability-related issues.
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Problem Statement

Agricultural production and livestock production are two of the several direct drivers of global biodiversity loss according to the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) (IPBES 2019a, 91, 108).

Overview

Agricultural production is responsible for “70-90% of withdrawals from rivers, lakes, and aquifers,” and “25% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from land clearing, crop production, and fertilisation” (IPBES 2019a, 91). Also, “most new agricultural lands in the tropics,” established between 1980 and 2000, “came at the expense of intact or disturbed forests” (IPBES 2019a, 91). Livestock production is especially damaging as it “uses a third of crop production for feed and three quarters of land in total,” with “animal-based foods, and especially beef,” requiring “more water and energy than plant-based foods” (IPBES 2019a, 92; emphasis added).

Furthermore, the IPBES reports in its fifth chapter – titled, Pathways Towards a Sustainable Future – that there is a need for humans, on the whole, to shift toward diets that include “less meat” (IPBES 2019b, 31). Highlighting the issue of food waste, they state that wasting “1 kg of feedlot-raised boneless beef is estimated to have ~24 times the effect on available calories as wasting 1 kg of wheat,” but this varies from country to country (IPBES 2019b, 78). For example, approximately “7 to 8 times more land is required to support this [scale of] waste in the United States than India” (IPBES 2019b, 78).

Dietary changes, ranging from “partial to complete elimination of meat,” do result in improved environmental conditions (IPBES 2019b, 43). Notably, such changes can diminish “land-use change,” reduce “emissions and energy demand,” and conserve unmanaged land that can be safeguarded as carbon storage (vegetation and soils), “thereby preserving some biodiversity-rich areas” (IPBES 2019b, 39, 49, 77). These dietary changes evidently lead to improvements in environmental sustainability. Unfortunately, UD
UDSC 2020, Newark City Council (NCC 2019), and Delaware Congress (DNREC 2014) have said little about the need for dietary changes – whether simply raising awareness of dietary choices or taxing or reducing red meat consumption. Whilst this report supports any limitation on the consumption of meat, the focus here is on red meat given that it is especially environmentally destructive.

Extant scientific research on red meat consumption and animal welfare suggests that diminished red meat consumption – if not an elimination of red meat consumption altogether (and replaced by whole grains, fruits, vegetables) – is highly likely a source of good in terms of human health, animal welfare, and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. Ashaye et al. find that red meat consumption is associated with an “increased risk of [heart failure]” (Ashaye et al. 2011, 944). Kurbel examines numerous articles related to red meat consumption and finds that red meat is causally linked to “colorectal, lung, [o]esophageal, and gastric malignancies,” and processed meat with “colorectal, [o]esophageal, gastric, and bladder cancer” (Kurbel 2020, 2). However, these findings are more applicable to beef consumption, less so pork and lamb (Kurbel 2020, 2).

Furthermore, Machovina and Feeley highlight how imposing a “global dietary limit of 5% of red meat as part of a 10% maximum for all animal-based products” could lead to “more people” being “fed using less land” (Machovina & Feeley 2014, 1). They suggest that reducing livestock consumption and, instead, redirecting current crop feed from livestock to humans could “feed an extra 4 billion people,” and allow for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity loss associated with land-use change (Machovina & Feeley 2014, 1). Johnston reports that, since the 1990s, Americans have become increasingly concerned about “farm animal welfare” and “quality of life” (Johnston 2013, 139). Further, Qian et al. argue that transitioning from a diet based on red meat and processed meats to plant protein sources can reduce “LDL cholesterol and other cardiometabolic factors,” as well as improve “planetary health” that also subsequently benefits the health of humans (Qian et al. 2020, 267, 269-270).

However, Newark City Council’s Sustainability Plan (2019) does, generally, mention the importance of diet. Part of Newark City Council’s sustainability pledge is to provide “access to healthy food,” reduce food waste, and address “food insecurity” (NCC 2019, 2, 10, 42). Delaware Congress, instead, takes aim at the connection between meat and climate change. In its 2014 Delaware Climate Change Impact Assessment – the latest at the time of writing (November 2020) – there are mentions of increased temperatures adversely affecting the supply of chicken (DNREC 2014, 7-7). References to “food” are exclusively in relation to (a) food for non-human species (e.g. availability of food) and (b) food-borne disease (resulting from climate change) (DNREC 2014, 5-11, 8-6, 8-12).

Following an inquiry into UD’s dining services in October 2020, it was unveiled that the university trialled a Meatless Mondays program for a single semester in Spring 2016, following pressure from students (UDaily 2016). Excluding national brands, residential and catering locations acquired 11,492 cases (‘cases’ is used as part of the original terminology, as opposed to ‘weight’ given the variation in measurements) of meat and fish products (not all-inclusive) for the 2019-2020 academic year. Of 11,492 cases, 77.8% were red meat (8,941 cases). This substantial amount of red meat undoubtedly contributes to the UD’s impact on the natural environment, as well as on the health of its faculty, students, staff, and guests.

Whilst there have been laudable efforts by the university to diversify its vegetarian and vegan options, the purchase and consumption of red meat for the university’s dining services (again, to stress, this does not include the likes of Chick-fil-A) remains problematic. Nonetheless, the university has committed to Aramark’s – a food service which has been partnered with the university for 29 years – Plant Forward initiative (this replaced Meatless Mondays). As of October 2020, 30% of the main dishes provided are either vegan or vegetarian, red meat offerings have been reduced by 12% on menus, and fruit, vegetables, and
wholegrains have increased by 20% on menus. In addition, Aramark is committing to purchasing 100% of U.S.-contracted seafood from sources that meet Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch program recommendations.

Problematically, the menus are designed not to “alienate” those who do not want to eat vegetarian or vegan foods. Whilst more options for plant-based alternatives have been provided, red meat consumption (and processed meats) – as aforementioned, which are damaging to human health, livestock, and the natural environment – have not been disincentivized. In turn, UD is missing an opportunity to cut down its greenhouse gas emissions. Even without phasing-out red (and processed) meats, the university could act to offset its environmental impact but efforts to this end have not been deliberated or enacted.

Other universities are, however, taking positive action toward combating the adverse effects of livestock production and red meat consumption. The department for Management, Society and Communication at the Copenhagen Business School (Denmark) decided, in October 2017, to have “all meals become vegetarian by default” (with the option to opt-out for a meat-based dish) for a trial period of six months (Bauer 2018). In evaluating the results, the school found that more than “90% of the self-reported food orderings were vegetarian,” and that a majority supported expanding the policy beyond the end of the trial period (Bauer 2018). In turn, the experiment was given an additional year.

From October 2016 to September 2019, the University of Cambridge (UK) “replaced meat with plant-based products for its 14 outlets and 1,5000 annual events,” thereby “dramatically” reducing their environmental footprint (BBC 2019). In August 2019, Goldsmiths College – part of the University of London (UK) – decided to cease serving beef on campus, with a general aim of achieving carbon-neutrality by 2025 (Starostinetskaya 2019a). Additionally, they imposed a “10 pence ($0.12) tax on plastic bottles and cups,” with the proceeds designated “eco-friendly student initiatives” (Starostinetskaya 2019a).

In November 2019, following a Meatless Mondays policy, the University of East Anglia (UK) wanted to take further action and voted to stop the sale of beef on campus, create new vegan food options, and encourage a general shift away from meat and dairy and, instead, toward plant-based options (Starostinetskaya 2019b). In January 2020, the University of Coimbra (Portugal) removed beef from “all 14 of its cafeterias,” with the aim of achieving carbon-neutrality by 2030 (Starostinetskaya 2019c). In February 2020, the London School of Economics (UK) passed a motion to ban beef products in dining services across campus (Axworthy 2020). Finally, In November 2020, Oxford University (UK) banned “beef and lamb at catering outlets with the aim of reducing greenhouse emissions” (Business Today 2020).

Elsewhere, other initiatives have taken place. Imperial College London (UK) and King’s College London (UK) created cafés with a vegan-only menu, and over half of the options on Cardiff University’s (UK) menus are vegan (PETA UK). In the U.S., the University of North Texas (Texas) has a “100% vegan dining hall on campus” and has an “hydroponic garden, where the school grows up to 800 heads of lettuce a week for the dining halls on campus” (La Jeunesse 2018). Northwestern University (Illinois) offers vegan meals throughout the day, fair-trade organic coffee, and has adopted a Meatless Mondays program (La Jeunesse 2018). Whilst UD has received an A+ in the last academic year (2019-2020) from PETA’s Vegan Report Card for Colleges and Universities, student satisfaction remains low at 43% (PETA US).

**Rationale for Intervention**

By taking positive action, UD can more quickly reach its greenhouse gas targets through reduction consumption of meat products and, beyond the campus, reduce the “intensification of agricultural production” (IPBES 2019b, 39). This will allow UD to follow suit of its international competitors, especially especially those in the UK, and demonstrably take the lead among U.S. educational institutions in environmental action. This will also help the university to achieve net zero emissions and further improve
the mental and physical well-being of its faculty, students, staff, and guests.

For AASHE STARS, UD scored two out of two for sustainable dining (OP-8) in 2020, it scored zero out of six for food and beverage purchasing (OP-7) (AASHE STARS A). To achieve a good credit score for food and beverage purchasing, the university must “minimize the purchase of conventional animal products” (which include “all meat, fish/seafood, poultry, eggs, and dairy products”) (AASHE STARS B). If UD aspires to attaining a higher AASHE STARS ranking (e.g. silver), then it must take steps to fulfil these available credits, among other things.

**Recommendations**

Based on the aforesaid IPBES (2019) report, success in changing diets and subsequently reducing greenhouse gas emissions, improving animal welfare standards, and preventing biodiversity loss (from land-use change to intensified livestock production) was achieved through “regulation, economic incentives, and information campaigns” (IPBES 2019b, 43). More specifically, “[i]mprovements in consumption patterns can likely be achieved by reducing subsidies for animal-based products,” and “increasing those for plant-based foods” (IPBES 2019b, 78). Translating national-level efforts to a local, university context, UD has the capacity to launch information campaigns through its social media platforms (blogs, email newsletter, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc.). It also has the capacity to choose which products (e.g. plant-based over animal-based) to supply to campus dining and catering services, which businesses (e.g. predominantly plant- or animal-based) to operate on campus, and whether to subsidize healthy food options (e.g. plant-based).

UD could also act in partnership with Newark City Council on several initiatives. Evidently, the City Council aspires to “identify appropriate locations” for “additional community gardens” for “non-homeowners to grow their own food,” as well as to “encourage edible landscape and backyard food gardens” and establish a “Buy Local campaign” (NCC 2019, 42). Given that UD sources it food from within a 250-mile radius, it could use this as part of its information campaign to promote sustainable dining, as well as do more to promote its *Plant Forward* initiative, in addition to striving for more plant-based options as, for example, vegan options would be the *most* inclusive (available to vegans, vegetarians, pescatarians, flexitarians, and is often free from allergens and available to people from varying religious backgrounds).

Moreover, UD could follow other universities in their efforts by, most importantly, phasing-out red meat (especially beef) and processed meat. This can be achieved gradually through the *Plant Forward* initiative that is already in place and could serve to elevate student satisfaction on the university’s PETA Report Card. This would also assist the university in reducing its greenhouse gas emissions and take the lead among U.S. academic institutions. Next, the university could create an on-campus café (or transform an existing unit) to provide vegan-only food. The university’s *Vita Nova* restaurant can take the lead in always offering at least one vegan option on its menu, therefore enhancing its customer base.

UD could learn from the University of North Texas by expanding its Organic Farm. Although the farm “does not currently produce adequate volume to supply Dining Hall meal(s),” it could be developed to be on par – if not better – with the University of North Texas in its weekly provision of heads of lettuce (AASHE STARS C). This would create opportunities for employment, research (vertical farming, organic farming), sustainable dining, marketing to prospective and current students, and reducing greenhouse emissions (reduced transport for food, greater self-sufficiency).
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University of Delaware – Campus Lighting

Introduction

This mini-report addresses UD’s current campus lighting and electricity use. While discussions around increasing the number of UD’s sustainable initiatives have increased in recent years, there is still much work to be done to reduce UD’s carbon footprint and to maintain the momentum generated by faculty, staff, and students. In 2020, UD’s Office of Communications & Marketing published an article in the UDaily newsletter titled “Flip the Switch” where concerns were highlighted about the University's energy use during the COVID-19 pandemic, circa April 2020 (UDaily, 2020). In this case, the changes caused by the COVID-19 pandemic acted in some ways like a catalyst for motivating UD to look into ways to reduce energy costs. However, issues related to energy efficiency, electricity sources, and lighting are not new topics for UD to grapple with, but that does not discount the need to continuously re-address these concerns, especially now.
As a community, everyone had been forced to adapt to remote work or different ways of co-existing on campus as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. For those still working on and around UD’s campus, it is clear that even though “many of our buildings are [only] partially occupied” there still seems to be an excessive amount of lighting being used to power those buildings; leading many campus community members to call for action and encourage others to take “daily actions that take a minute or less [to help] reduce resource waste, costs and pollution” that can result from this excessive electricity use (UDaily 2020).

To improve UD’s energy efficiency, this mini-report highlights the reasons why action is warranted by briefly discussing what steps have already been taken in relation to these issues, presenting some key findings, and concluding with a list of recommendations UD ought to adopt.

Overview

Effective and efficient use of energy resources not only helps UD reduce costs associated with purchasing power but can also help improve sustainability ratings and set the stage for UD to become a leading force in climate change mitigation efforts. Unfortunately, AASHE awarded UD with a Bronze rating (2020) in their assessment of UD’s building energy consumption, building design and construction, as well as their green laboratories initiatives. According to AASHE’s STARS rating, a bronze rating is the second to lowest level an organization can receive (AASHE STARS A). The reports and rating suggest that there is still much room for improvement.

Improving energy efficiency and lighting use is a valid but complex issue, especially given the fact that about 72% of UD’s total energy use is due to buildings and that electricity represents the largest energy source (44%) used to power UD’s facilities (see FIGURE 1).

FIGURE 1. Breakdown of and Representation of UD’s Energy Sources and Uses from the 2007-2019 Fiscal Year Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UD’s Energy Breakdown:</th>
<th>Where UD uses energy:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>Transportation (Ind. Commuting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline &amp; Jet Fuel (Ind. Commuting)</td>
<td>Transmission Line Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Oil, Fertilizer, Misc.</td>
<td>Waste &amp; Fertilizer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From FY2007-2019, based on Newark campus greenhouse gas inventory.

Source: (UD A).

In 2012, UD “established the Revolving Energy Efficiency Fund to support energy efficiency projects across campus” and evaluated several buildings “as part of a comprehensive lighting and mechanical systems review [where] several locations were selected for upgrade: Older section of Du Pont Hall, Sharp Laboratory, Colburn Laboratory, Lammot du Pont Laboratory, Trabant University Center, Pencader Dining Hall, Clayton Hall, Carpenter Sports Building, and the Bob Carpenter Center” (Groh 2012). While lighting upgrades were performed on these buildings, the Greenhouse Gas Inventory for the 2018 – 2019 Academic Year showed that “UD emitted a total of 96,156 Metric Tons of CO$_2$e ... during the 2018-2019 academic year [, and that the] largest emission source was purchased electricity, which accounted for 55% of the combined Scope 1 and 2 totals” (UD 2020, 3).
TABLE 1 below shows this breakdown:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Consumption</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Emissions (MT CO₂e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas (combustion)</td>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>712,932</td>
<td>MCF</td>
<td>38,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Oil #2 (combustion)</td>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>138,483</td>
<td>gal</td>
<td>1,423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3,088</td>
<td>gal</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline (transportation)</td>
<td>Fleet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>148,388</td>
<td>gal</td>
<td>1,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel Fuel (transportation)</td>
<td>Fleet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101,986</td>
<td>gal</td>
<td>1,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilizer</td>
<td>Landscaping</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61,945</td>
<td>lb</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Purchases</td>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>162,893,345</td>
<td>kWh</td>
<td>53,199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scope 1 and 2 Total        | 1 & 2          | MT CO₂e | 96,156

| Mixed Solid Waste         | Buildings      | 3     | 2,471       | tons | 865                |
| Compost/Food Waste        | Buildings      | 3     | 532         | tons | 53                 |
| Gasoline (commuting)      | Non-UD Vehicles| 3     | 2,539,694   | gal  | 22,293             |
| Jet Fuel (air travel)     | Non-UD Aircraft|       | 2,510       | gal  | 26                 |
| Electricity (T&D Losses)  | Power Grid     | 3     | 16,445,359  | kWh  | 5,685              |

Scope 3 Total              | 3              | MT CO₂e | 28,922

All Scopes Total           |                | MT CO₂e | 125,078

Source: (UD 2020, 3).

Even though there has been growth in the student population and buildings (per square feet), the Greenhouse Gas Inventory report for the 2018-2019 academic year also showed that “efficiencies caused the GHG emissions rate per building square foot to outpace…[Newark campus’s] growth and emissions intensity fell by 51% for electricity (from 25.7 lbs. CO₂e per square foot to 12.5) and fell by 19% for natural gas (11.3 to 9.1 lbs. CO₂e per square foot)” (UD 2020, 4). Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement.

Given the fact that energy efficiency concerns and improvements are national level topics beyond the scope of the University, it is helpful to turn to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The DOE provides a list of suggested considerations for lighting designs that include the following (DOE, B):

- More light is not necessarily better: light quality is as important as quantity;
- Match the amount and quality of light to the performed function;
- Install task lights where needed and reduce ambient light elsewhere;
- Use energy-efficient lighting components, controls, and systems; and
- *Maximize the use of daylight* (emphasis added):
  - Incorporate passive solar home design techniques to take advantage of the sun’s rays; and
  - Increase and replace windows to have more energy efficiency and reduce the amount of heat and cooling energy being lost.
- And some basic methods for achieving energy-efficient indoor lighting:
  - Install fluorescent or LED light fixtures for all ceiling- and wall-mounted fixtures;
  - Consider installing fluorescent or LED fixtures, rather than using fluorescent or LED replacement lamps in incandescent fixtures;
  - Use *occupancy sensors* (emphasis added) for automatically turning on and off lights; and
  - And consider light wall colors to minimize the need for artificial lighting.

In addition to considering the lighting design strategies recommended by DOE, UD could also begin to address the less tangible side of the lighting issues around campus. For example, there are a lot of simple
actions that can help reduce electricity use, but there needs to be effort made to shift cultural norms around campus among faculty, students, and staff. The following list was recommended in the “Flip the Switch” UDaily article and were practices recommended by UD’s Facilities, Real Estate and Auxiliary Services (FREAS):

- Turn off everything when you leave a room – lights, projectors, equipment, computer screens, etc. Not every room has light switches available, but electronics can be shut down to stop “vampire energy”; 
- Please note that hallway and stairwell lighting usually stays on for safety purposes, so in most buildings these light switches are not accessible to custodians or building users; 
- Lab fume hoods are one of the top energy hogs on campus:
  - In labs, follow safety protocols and close fume hoods when they’re not being actively used, but don’t leave inactive experiments on the bench or in the fume hood for storage; and 
- And close windows before you leave, especially in air-conditioned buildings. Make sure exterior doors close when entering and exiting a building.

As noted above, most of the actions taken require the campus community to be more aware of ways they can help reduce excessive lighting use. “Individuals within the University community… play a critical role in reducing energy costs on campus…. [and by] working together, individual and departmental efforts across campus can have a positive impact on reducing energy consumption - and the associated costs - on campus” (UD 2009). Beyond the social changes that need to occur, UD’s Climate Action Plan (2009) illustrates other ways to improve energy efficiency on campus. The Climate Action Plan references illustrate campus lighting and energy-use problems (CEEP 2009):

- Plan for Green Infrastructure: Invest in Energy Efficiency, Metering, and Building Automation Systems;
  - Approximately 76% (116,000 MTCO2) of the total University emissions stem from building operations. In order to reduce building energy usage, the University must invest in energy efficiency upgrades to HVAC systems, implement lighting retrofits and improve monitoring and metering of campus buildings. 
- Although lighting efficiency has been generally addressed, there are additional opportunities to reduce energy use in this area;
  - Occupancy sensors should be installed in intermittently used areas such as restrooms and lounges, areas with excessive lighting should be de-lamped, and natural daylight should be used when possible (CEEP 2009, 5).

In addressing those concerns, UD has switched its lighting standard to “LED with 0-10V dimming where applicable” and required that “all new buildings take passive solar opportunities into account during design” and have “occupancy sensors, times, and other lighting controls […] implemented where possible” (AASHE STARS 2020b). There is still work to be done for addressing campus culture surrounding lighting issues, and currently “UD is completing a trial behavior change study with a focus on energy efficiency in our General Services Building” (AASHE STARS 2020b). Similarly, the University of Washington used an interactive map on their community assessment lighting survey that gave decisionmakers qualitative feedback on ways to address the needs of professionals that directly engage in the design, implementation, and maintenance of campus lighting (UW 2017). UD could also conduct similar survey techniques to better engage faculty, staff, and students; especially since UD also received a Bronze from the STARS rating on assessing sustainability culture as part of the lack of community engagement (AASHE STARS 2020a). While it is encouraging to see effort put into educating and investigating the lighting culture and community consumption aspect of this issue, UD should still continue to work on improving lighting infrastructure
issues and increasing energy efficiency, metering, and building automation systems for the future.

**Recommendations**

Given all the information above, there are seven recommendations that can be made to help UD move beyond simply installing LEDs and encouraging individuals to turn off lights. The following recommendations are aimed at encouraging UD to move towards incorporating more sustainable changes that improve energy and lighting use on campus:

1. Increase the use of natural light in spaces when renovating and constructing buildings;
2. Continue to improve and replace outdated light fixtures with LED and more efficient technologies, including outside lightings such as streetlights and loading docks;
3. Gather more information on attitudes and opinions about lighting on campus by conducting a campus and community wide “Lighting Survey” in order to begin to assess community perceptions as well as bring awareness to energy efficiency and excessive lighting use on campus;
4. When implementing lighting improvements, develop a process that involves students and offer learning opportunities;
   a. The University of Washington showed great success with their campus lighting project when “students explored lighting possibilities in various areas by developing technical skills and designing lighting proposals for their respective sites [that became part of the] campus planning and classroom curriculum” (UW 2017);
5. Start to decrease outside lighting and upgrade streetlights to be more energy efficient;
   a. Decrease in outdoor lighting will also help support a comprehensive understanding of sustainability that encompasses the human experience, ecological impact, maintainability and energy efficiency;
6. Continue to require and increase the use of occupancy sensors in intermittently used areas such as restrooms and lounges; and
7. Increase renewable energy capacity and use of solar and wind energy.

Ideally, UD ought to collaborate with students, faculty, and staff to encourage the adoption of similar new lighting policies and perhaps work with other influential institutions to further illustrate UD’s leadership in sustainability-related issues.
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External Funding Opportunities for the GSG Sustainability Committee

Introduction

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic – which is, as of March 2021, ongoing – there are financial constraints imposed on UD. This includes opportunities to acquire funding from GSG itself and Green Grants. Given this, the authors of this report conducted an examination of external funding opportunities that could be used by faculty, staff, and students to obtain funding for sustainability-related projects.

External Funding Opportunities

Below, a list has been compiled of external funding opportunities. Details relating to the funding summary, application deadline (as of March 2021), the amount of funding, and eligibility criteria are outlined. Whilst some of the opportunities may be unavailable for UD as an institution, there may be room for application for the GSG Sustainability Committee, a student organization, or for the Committee and/or UD to partner with non-profit organizations.

Delmarva: Sustainable Communities Grant

Summary: “This funding is provided throughout the region as part of Delmarva Power’s Sustainable Communities Grant program, which was launched in November 2019 to support open space preservation, improvements to parks and recreation resources, environmental conservation and innovative community resiliency projects.”

Amount: “Delmarva Power’s Sustainable Communities Grant Program will provide $75,000 in grants annually to fund open space and environmental projects and resiliency projects across the company’s Delaware and Maryland service area. The program will provide $50,000 in grants of up to $10,000 each to municipalities, recreational authorities and nonprofits for projects focusing on open space preservation, improvements to parks and recreation resources, and environmental conservation. The company also will provide one grant, totaling $25,000, to support resiliency projects.”

Eligibility: Municipalities, recreational authorities and non-profits.

Deadline: June 20, 2021.

Link: https://www.delawarenaturesociety.org/activities/sustainable-communities-grant/#:~:text=Delmarva%20Power's%20Sustainable%20Communities%20Grant%20Program%20will%20provide%20$75,000%20in%20grants%20annually%20to%20fund%20open%20space%20and%20environmental%20projects%20and%20resiliency%20projects%20across%20the%20company%20's%20Delaware%20and%20Maryland%20service%20area%2C%20and%20also%20will%20provide%20one%20grant%20totaling%20$25,000%2C%20to%20support%20resiliency%20projects.
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC): Community Environmental Project Fund

Summary: “The fund was created by the Delaware General Assembly in 2004 (74 Del. Laws, c. 203). The legislation authorizes the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) to establish a grant fund by withholding 25% of funds collected as penalties for violations of environmental regulations. These funds are returned to the communities where the violations occurred as competitive grants to nonprofit organizations to support community environmental projects.”

“Eligible community environmental projects must mitigate pollution, enhance the environment, or create recreational opportunities.

- **Pollution Mitigation Projects** — Eliminate, minimize, or reduce environmental pollution and reduce the risks to human health and the environment.

- **Environmental Enhancement Projects** — Enhance natural resources, or improve indigenous habitats.

- **Recreational Opportunity Projects** — Enhance natural resources, improve indigenous habitat in order to create recreation opportunities.”

Eligibility: Non-profit organizations. Applicants are required to make a presentation to the Community Involvement Advisory Board (CIAC), which plays an advisory role to the DNREC Secretary in making the final determination of the amount of the grant awards and the recipients.

Amount: The grant award amount is at the discretion of the “DNREC Secretary with input from the Community Involvement Advisory Council.” In FY 2021, the maximum grant award was $25,000.

Deadline: The application is available around September 1, with the deadline on October 30. There is a workshop for applicants on the second Wednesday and Thursday of November.

Additional Details: Newark is in the Piedmont drainage basin. UD is in Senate District 8 and David P. Sokola is the Senator, and it is also in Representative District 25 and John A Kowalko, Jr. is the Representative.

Link: [https://dnrec.alpha.delaware.gov/community-services/environmental-project-fund/](https://dnrec.alpha.delaware.gov/community-services/environmental-project-fund/)

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): Environmental Education (EE) Grants

Summary: “Under the Environmental Education Grants Program, EPA seeks grant applications from eligible applicants to support environmental education projects that promote environmental awareness and stewardship and help provide people with the skills to take responsible actions to protect the environment. This grant program provides financial support for projects that design, demonstrate, and/or disseminate environmental education practices, methods, or techniques. Since 1992, EPA has distributed between $2 and $3.5 million in grant funding per year, supporting more than 3,800 grants.”

Eligibility: College or university.

Amount: The grant award amount is at the discretion of the EPA.

Deadline: 2021 Grant Competition closes on December 6, 2021.

Link: [https://www.epa.gov/education/grants](https://www.epa.gov/education/grants)
EPA: Pollution Prevention Grant Program

Summary: “Pollution Prevention (P2) Grants provide technical assistance to businesses in order to help them develop and adopt source reduction practices (also known as “pollution prevention” or “P2”). P2 means reducing or eliminating pollutants from entering any waste stream or otherwise released into the environment prior to recycling, treatment, or disposal. In keeping with the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990, EPA is encouraging P2 because implementing these approaches can result in reductions in toxic pollutants, the use of water, energy and other raw materials, while also lowering business costs. P2 grants are awarded to States, colleges and universities (recognized as instrumentalities of the state), and federally-recognized tribes and intertribal consortia.”

Eligibility: College or university.

Amount: “EPA is awarding approximately $9.3 million in total federal pollution prevention grant funding over a two-year funding cycle. EPA anticipates that it will award these individual grant projects ranging in the amounts of $25,000 to $498,000 once all legal and administrative requirements are satisfied.”

Deadline: Currently closed. Applications were due April 30, 2020.

Link: [https://www.epa.gov/p2/grant-programs-pollution-prevention](https://www.epa.gov/p2/grant-programs-pollution-prevention)

EPA: Environmental Justice Small Grants Program

Summary: “The Environmental Justice Small Grants (EJSG) program awards grants that support community-driven projects designed to engage, educate, and empower communities to better understand local environmental and public health issues and develop strategies for addressing those issues, building consensus in the community, and setting community priorities.”

“These grants are for one-year projects. Given projected increases in extreme weather events and the vulnerability of underserved populations, this opportunity will emphasize projects that address emergency preparedness and increase resiliency, as well as projects that include the needs of US military veterans and homeless populations.”

Eligibility: Incorporated non-profit organisations, federally recognized tribal governments, and tribal organizations. Non-eligible organizations can partner with eligible entities on an Environmental Justice Small Grants project.

Amount: “The EJSG program will award approximately $1.5 million nationwide for this competitive opportunity. EPA anticipates awarding approximately 50 grants (5 per EPA region) of up to $30,000 each. “

Deadline: Currently closed. Applications were March 8, 2019, but grants were given in 2020.

Link: [https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/environmental-justice-small-grants-program](https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/environmental-justice-small-grants-program)
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Problem Statement

Building temperature control and its impacts on energy consumption in buildings has been discussed several times in scientific literature (Yamtraipat et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2013; Yang et. al. 2014). Building temperature control is a potential area for UD to provide thermal comfort for building occupants while saving significant amounts of energy due to the building cooling and warming set-points control. Some of the academic literature is discussed in this report to emphasize on the importance of this issue.

Overview

Occupant’s Thermal Comfort

A recent literature survey of indoor environmental conditions has found that thermal comfort is ranked by building occupants to be of greater importance compared with visual and acoustic comfort and indoor air quality (Yang et. al. 2014).

Thermal comfort has been known to play a key role in determining perceived comfort level of occupants and indoor environmental quality (IEQ). Studies on the impact of high performance buildings on their occupants indicate that IEQ influences occupant comfort significantly (Golbazi & Aktas 2018).

The International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) is commonly used to improve building energy efficiency, and its multiple iterations have been adopted by numerous countries, as well as most states in the U.S. Building energy codes such as the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC), are indeed helpful for building energy consumption controls. While a necessity, these codes are not always optimal. Studies show that passive and active technologies and controls can reduce building total energy consumption by 39% in addition to and beyond the energy efficiency gains required by the 2012 IECC (Golbazi & Aktas 2018). In fact, Yun et al. conducted a survey and showed in their study that in Korea, an office occupant would feel comfortable even at 28°C depending on the previous running mean outdoor temperature, 2 °C higher than the 26°C stipulated in the Korean Standard (Yun et al. 2012).

Temperature Settings and Energy Savings

In general, in developed countries HVAC is the largest energy end-use, accounting for about half of the total energy consumption in buildings especially non-domestic buildings (Yang et al. 2014). According to the literature, building temperature set point can alter energy consumption in buildings, especially in commercial and large buildings. Chow and Lam (1992) found that in Hong Kong climate, raising the
summer set point temperature (SST) from 21.5 to 25.5 degree C, has reduced the building cooling energy by 20% (Chow & Lam 1992). Similarly, in Montreal, raised SST from 24.5 to 25.5 degree C during 9:00 to 15:00 and to 27 degree C from 15:00 to 18:00 has reduced the chilled water consumption by 40% and energy budget for HVAC system by 11% (Zmeureanu & Doramajian 1992).

In Melbourne, Roussac et al. showed that raising the office temperature by only 1 degree C has saved 6% HVAC electricity consumption in the building (Roussac et al. 2011). In another study, Sadineni and Boehm explained that raising the SST from 23.9 to 26.1 during 4-7 PM, which was the peak electrical energy demand time, has reduced the energy demand by 69% in a residential building in Las Vegas (Sadineni & Boehm 2012). Another study, in Singapore, the building cooling energy reduced by approximately 13% when they changed the SST from 26°C in average to 26°C (Sekhar 1995). TABLE 1 (Yang et al. 2014) summarizes the aforementioned studies.

**TABLE 1. Summary of Energy Savings in Cooled Buildings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City (climate)</th>
<th>Building Type</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Energy savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong SAR</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Raise SST from 21.5 °C to 25.5 °C (SST = summer set point temperature).</td>
<td>Cooling energy reduced by 29%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal (humid continental)</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Raise SST from 24.6 °C to 25.2 °C (during 09:00–15:00) and up to 27 °C (during 15:00–18:00).</td>
<td>Chilled water consumption reduced by 34–40% and energy budget for HVAC by 11%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore (tropical)</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Raise SST from 23 °C to 26 °C.</td>
<td>Cooling energy reduced by 13%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne (oceanic)</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Static (raise SST 1 °C higher) and dynamic (adjust SST in direct response to variations in ambient conditions).</td>
<td>HVAC electricity consumption reduced by 6% (static) and 6.3% (dynamic).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas (subtropical desert)</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Raise SST from 23.9 °C to 26.1 °C (during 16:00–19:00).</td>
<td>Peak electrical energy demand reduced by 69%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UD Building Temperature Control**

The findings in the literature relate to UD’s buildings in terms of temperature control. Several occupants in UD buildings have expressed their dissatisfaction about the building indoor temperature control especially during the summer months when Delaware experiences high summer temperatures. Despite the high outdoor temperatures, UD building temperature seems to be colder than the comfort level during the summer months and warmer than the comfort temperature during the winter months. During the summer, because of the cold indoor temperatures, some occupants use their personal electric heaters, which add up to the energy consumption of the buildings in addition to the energy consumption for cooling down the building. This issue was brought up by occupants at the Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering (ISE) laboratory on Newark campus. Later the same problem was brought up by students working in other labs such as Spencer.
This is an issue worth examining because it indicates that the building cooling set point could be higher in summer and lower in winter, which would help saving a significant amount of energy in these buildings. According to Yamtraipat et al., the mean energy consumption reduction corresponding to a 1 degree C increase of the set point in summer in office buildings in Thailand is about 6.14% (Yamtraipat et al. 2004).

The steps to look into this issue in UD are:

- Searching for the right energy code that is in action in DE.
- Investigating the temperature set points given by these codes.
- Figuring out what temperatures UD considers for the buildings and why.
- Finding if UD is within the standards suggested by the regulations.
- Finding contact information for people in charge.
- Taking an action for meeting the thermal comfort and energy savings in the buildings.

**Recommendations**

Findings show that UD’s building heating is primarily sourced from natural gas (Zhang et al. 2008). Natural gas is a safe, clean and efficient fuel for both home and business use. It is used in many areas of the Newark campus for building temperature control, hot water, and dining operations.

*Cooling and Heating of Workplaces*

UD has decided to save energy cost by raising the set temperature of University buildings to 76 degree F (24.4 degree C) during the summer months and lowering the set temperature of the same buildings to 68 degree F (20 degree C) during the winter months (UDEL).

According to the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC): “Delaware has adopted national and international energy conservation codes to guide state-wide rules and regulations for the building sector. DNREC’s Division of Climate, Coastal and Energy issues and regularly updates regulations based on these standards, which come from the International Code Council (ICC) and the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)” (DNREC). Delaware updated regulations in December 2019.

The International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) was studied to understand what standards they impose to the buildings in order to be within IECC standards. IECC has mandatory temperature settings for commercial buildings in different climate zones. Delaware is in climate zone 4A and the maximum temperature suggested is 75 degrees F for cooling and the minimum temperature is 72 degrees F for heating (IECC). With this, UD buildings are to be in the range. Another factor for automatic thermostats is the temperature dead band of 5 degree F. UD is using 68 and 76, which has a dead band of 8.

With the findings above, UD building temperature control is in agreement with the energy codes. However, based on the academic literature discussed in this report, it is clear that by revisiting the occupants comfort and the building temperature control, there is still room for UD for potential energy savings while bringing higher thermal comfort for the building occupants.

**Bibliography**
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Delaware – Plastic Bag Ban

Problem Statement

The accumulation of plastic bag waste is a mushrooming problem. In 2018, the United States generated 4.20 million tons of plastic bags, sacks and wraps. Most of this waste was deposited in landfills; only 10% of the plastic bags were recycled (EPA 2020). The state of Delaware also contends with the consequences of plastic bag waste. It is estimated that Delawareans use about 434 plastic bags, per person, annually (DNREC 2020a). This rate of usage crowds landfills (annually Delaware landfills receive approximately 2,400 tons of plastic bag waste) and it also contributes to Delaware’s growing litter problem on its beaches (DNREC 2020a). In 2019, over 2,100 plastic bags were uncovered on Delaware beaches in a one-day clean up event, the Delaware Coastal Cleanup (DNREC 2020b). The Delaware Coastal Cleanup found just over 1,900 plastic bags in its day-long event the previous year so it is clear that plastic bag waste is a worsening problem for Delaware beaches (DNREC 2020b). It is evident that action must be taken to address plastic bag usage in the state of Delaware to counteract this growing problem.

Overview

In 2019, the Delaware General Assembly amended Title 7 of the Delaware Code to call for a ban on plastic carryout bags. This plastic bag ban, which went into effect January 1st, 2021, applies to stores with at least 7,000 square feet of retail space, or stores with three or more locations, each more than 3,000 square feet. Restaurants are exempt. Stores subject to the ban are still able to provide plastic bags for specified purposes (i.e. for an unwrapped food item), and they are also able to provide paper bags free of charge to the customer. In some cases, stores may even qualify for an exemption, allowing them to provide plastic bags to
their customers. In the case of an exemption, the store is still required to establish an at-store recycling program that allows customers to return their dry/clean plastic bags and film to the store after use (State of Delaware 2019).

Several countries and a number of U.S. states have benefitted from imposing plastic bag bans, along with plastic bag fees which can act as “de facto ban(s) on free bags” (Wagner 2017). In Ireland, plastic bag usage decreased by 90% per capita within the first year of a €0.15 tax on plastic bags in 2002 (Wagner 2017). The state of Maine observed plastic bag usage decrease by 267 million bags in just a year when a soft ban was introduced in 1990 (Wagner 2017). The soft ban prohibited retail establishments from providing plastic bags to their customers unless a customer explicitly asked for one. Washington DC observed a 72% decrease in the amount of plastic bags found in Potomac River watershed clean-ups in the four years following the implementation of their five-cent plastic bag tax (AFF 2014). With this plastic bag tax, businesses in Washington DC stood to benefit as well: of the 5-cent tax, one-cent to two cents was allocated to business. The rest of the tax went towards educational programs and clean up of the Anacostia river (DC DOEEa). Finally, California benefited from implementing a plastic bag fee: six months after SB 270 (the law that introduced the 10-cent fee) went into effect there was an 85% reduction in the number of plastic bags and a 61% reduction in the number of paper bags provided to customers (CalRecycle 2019).

Delaware’s recent plastic bag ban is a step in the right direction, and an additional plastic bag fee should be considered. However, further consideration needs to be given to some of the ways in which a plastic bag ban, or “de-facto ban” via a fee, can go awry. For instance, Washington DC’s five-cent tax became controversial when news broke that “only about one-third” of the state-collected portion of the tax actually went towards clean-up efforts (Brittain & Rich 2015). Much of the tax was allocated to providing educational experiences for children and towards personnel costs (Brittain & Rich 2015). Another concern is that the initial progress seen after adoption of a plastic bag ban initiative may erode over time. For example, in Ireland, annual per capita consumption of plastic bags dropped from 328 to 21 bags in the first year after adoption of a plastic bag tax but increased to 31 bags in the second year. Researchers have seen such backsliding occur in the wake of other plastic bag bans, and refer to this phenomenon as “the rebound effect” (Wagner 2017). Plastic bag bans can result in an increase in paper bag usage. Steps can be taken to reduce the paper bag usage increase, however. Legislators can link a paper bag ban to plastic bag ban initiatives. Stores can also provide “inexpensive reusable bags (i.e. $0.15)” which has been shown to decrease consumers’ newfound reliance on paper bags in the aftermath of a plastic bag ban (Wagner 2017).

As mentioned above, there have been a variety of approaches to plastic bag bans, or “de facto bans” in the form of a plastic bag fee. These approaches can inform the state of Delaware in future plastic bag legislation going forward because they provide blueprints for the state to model itself after. At the university level, the University of California (UC) system committed to a comprehensive plan to reduce its plastic consumption in March 2020 (Hewitt 2020). The plan seeks to eliminate all non-essential plastics from the UC school system through a sequential policy implementation (UCOP 2020). First, it banned plastic bags in retail and food service establishments on January first of this year (2021) (UCOP 2020). Later in 2021, the UC system will call for the elimination of single-use plastic dining accessories- with exceptions for accessibility needs (UCOP 2020). This step will be coupled with the implementation of reusable and compostable food service items, as well (UCOP 2020). And finally, in 2023, the UC institutions will replace single-use plastic beverage bottles with water refill stations (UCOP 2020). Ultimately, this stepwise approach has the potential to be effective because it takes full advantage of the UC school system’s purchasing power. It is also logical from an environmental impact perspective. This point was reflected by Nicole Haynes, the chapter chair for the California Student Public Interest Research Group: “We have passed the point where we should be banning plastic one-by-one through bag, bottle, and takeout container
bans. Studies continue to show us how much of a detriment plastic is to our environment and public health, so we need commitments like this that will tackle the bulk of plastic products and packaging” (CALPIRG Students 2020).

At the state-wide level, Washington DC is an applicable model. Washington DC’s five-cent plastic bag fee deters customers from using plastic bags. Additionally, the five-cent bag fee allows businesses the opportunity to benefit: of the five cents, one-cent automatically goes back to the business, and the business can keep up to two-cents of the fee if they offer a rebate to customers that bring reusable bags (DC DOEEb). These rebates, then, can incentivize customers to substitute reusable bags for plastic ones. Finally, allocating the remaining three-cents to government environmental efforts has the potential to reduce plastic bag litter, as seen with the Anacostia River. As a caveat, the state of Delaware should learn from the controversy regarding Washington DC’s assignment of the tax-collected funds. However, conceptually, Washington DC’s plastic bag tax is still a useful template.

Rationale for Intervention

A plastic bag ban is intended not only to reduce a large portion of single-use plastic in the waste stream but also to reduce the level of environmental damage and economic loss (World Economic Forum 2016). Plastic bag bans have been shown to reduce the use of single-use plastic bags by up to approximately 70% when accounting for increased sales of trash bags (Taylor 2019). In Delaware, the ban will apply to all retailers meeting inclusion criteria, resulting in a reduction of access to single-use plastic bags in and around UD campus locations as well.

Current Delaware rules allow for the provision of free single-use paper bags for free in addition to selling reusable bags (State of Delaware 2019, Chapter 166). However, while paper bags have a smaller environmental impact than plastic bags, paper bags require more water, fertilizer, and overall energy for production than plastic bags (Muthu et al. 2009). As a result, the National Resources Defense Council (2019) identifies a paper bag fee as a best practice for plastic bag bans in order to encourage the public to use reusable bags. Further, if a fee is collected by the State of Delaware for the voluntary use of single-use paper bags, then funds could be directed toward both additional coastal clean-up efforts as well as providing reusable bags for Delaware’s residents as well as college and university students living in-state. Exemptions would include recipients of food benefits such as the SNAP and WIC and any financial transactions made with purchase cards non-profit and government entities.

Coordination and support from UD with the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) has the potential to increase the institutions AASHE STARS in the Student Life category by promoting a sustainable life skill (AASHE 2020) through the use of reusable bags rather than single use bags and creating an awareness about reducing dependence on single-use plastics. By engaging the campus in the Delaware plastic bag ban the university could promote the use of reusable bags over reliance on both single-use plastic and paper bags and in the process create an awareness about additional strategies to reduce reliance on single-use plastic in general. Further, this strategy can support AASHE STARS credits related to Waste Minimization and Diversion (OP 18; AASHE 2019). A paper-bag fee from the State of Delaware, and subsequent provision of single use bags would serve as a strong reinforcement of this strategy.

Recommendations

Here is a list of recommendations, in light of all the information above, that UD ought to implement to advance its sustainability practices and initiatives:
1. UD should institute a single-use plastic fee (with exceptions for accessibility needs) by January 2022. This date will allow the University to have discussion with, for example, UD dining services and on campus retail establishments to determine any contractual barriers on instituting a ban, implementing, opening a new account for the fees and appropriating revenue accordingly; and
2. The first step should be coupled with the implementation of reusable and compostable food service items. Dining accessories as defined by any plastic utensils, plastic bags, and disposable cups; and
3. UD should collect data on the effects of a plastic dining accessory fee on student consumption of said accessories; and
4. UD should collect any revenue from a dining plastic fee to new or ongoing grants (e.g. Green Grants) or sustainable research; and
5. UD should communicate the rationale for a fee with ample notice and emphasize its intended goal of increasing sustainability campus wide to students; and
6. UD should allow for an exemption on paper bags only for the use of food items. All other non-food items (e.g., book, merchandise) are required to charge five cents for the paper bag or the plastic bag.

Appendix

10/30/2020: Call with Mr. Schlachter (DE Env. Program Manager) about waste management in DE.
11/04/2020: UD GSG Sustainability Committee members submitted Public Comments to DNREC.
11/18/2020: Public Comments answered.
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Problem Statement

The connection between climate change and mental health has been a growing challenge that may negatively impact individuals as well as communities due to distress, depression, anxiety, addiction and suicide (Bourque & Willox 2014). Such responses to the climate crisis are related both directly to natural disasters or environmental degradation and indirectly to broader societal disruption related to economic and infrastructure strains, negative impacts on food supply chains, and demographic shifts (Clayton et al. 2017; Padhy et al. 2015; Page & Howard 2010). Further, simply understanding the extent of social and environmental impacts caused by climate crisis may precipitate distress and anxiety in some individuals (Fritze et al. 2008) and there is small but emerging evidence of its negative impacts on college and university students’ hope for the future (McKie et al. 2020).

Overview

In a survey of 152 students across 10 universities in the United States and Canada it was found that many felt a sense of distress over the impact of climate change in the future for themselves and others (McKie et al. 2020). Feelings of distress ranged from hopelessness to guilt of not doing enough. Further, for university students, anxiety about climate change may compound the existing stresses of academic demands (Kluttz 2020), further compounded by the challenges and collective trauma of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. For students that belong to minorities or face socioeconomic challenges, these stressors may be further compounded by experiences of marginalization.

However, in general, engaging with climate solutions and eco-friendly lifestyle choices has been found to benefit mental health as they foster efficacy and optimism (Clayton et al. 2017). The American Psychological Association also recommends coupling these actions with coping strategies, finding a sense of personal meaning, as well as establishing and maintaining a sense of community through personal and broader social support (Clayton et al 2017). In turn at the level of social support, communities are called on to plan and prepare to address the physical and psychological aspects of climate change.

Among AASHE STARS Platinum-rated (STARS 2020) institutions addressing the intersection of mental health and climate crisis, efforts have been focused on coping and self-management through workshops/discussion groups, teaching and learning through academic courses, and other awareness efforts (Kluttz 2020).
Recommendations

Given the current compounding challenges mental health and logistic challenges of COVID-19, the current plan of action focuses on the dimension of coping and self-management through the use of an environmental film to spur discussion.

Goals of Proposed Events

1. Connect graduate students to their fellow peers to foster community and build support network;
2. Raise awareness about environmental issues;
3. Educate graduate students about solutions we can utilize right now to make the world better including advocating for sustainable options in our community and companies/corporations/institutions; and
4. Connect ideas of mental health and well-being to climate change and how caring for the environment can positively impact our mental health.

Event 1: Virtual Film Screening

- **What?** Screening of the 2040 documentary with an official Q&A session.
- **When?** March 11th, 2021, 6:00pm.
- **Where?** Online screening.
- **How many people?** Limited to 200 attendees.
- **Fee?** $500 for the licence to show the film for up to 200 attendees. This was approved by the GSG and advertising for the film began in mid-February 2021.
- **Source?** [https://whatsyour2040.com/](https://whatsyour2040.com/)
- **Host(s)?** GSG Mental Health Committee and GSG Sustainability Committee at UD.
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MINI-REPORTS

Newark Bikeshare Program

Problem Statement

This mini-report details the pros and cons of having a bike-sharing system at UD, and also at making UD more bicycle-friendly. This mini-report discusses (i) bike-sharing and cycling in general, (ii) bike-sharing schemes at other universities and the bicycle friendliness of Newark (iii) and, finally, some recommendations are made.

Overview

In the 1960s one of the first bike-sharing systems showed up in Amsterdam and the UK (Marshall 2018). The main problems at the start were theft and cycling etiquette - these are still the two issues that most innovations, over time, have attempted to resolve. The year 2019 saw 136 million bike rides (NACTO 2019) in the U.S., with the younger population in the country projected to adopt bike-sharing, especially in university settings (Harris 2011).

Approximately 50% of all trips in the U.S. happen within a 20-minute bike ride. Decarbonisation, traffic decongestion, a reduced risk of cardiovascular diseases due to increased physical activity, and more, are environmentally-friendly and healthy consequences of a transition from fossil-fuel rides to fossil-fuel-free rides (Rails to Trails 2019). Although exact numbers in Newark (DE) for each of these effects are unknown, there are some popular bikeable voyages (distances and timings courtesy of Google Maps):

1. Harrington commons/Perkins/Russell Dining Hall to McDowell Hall/Carpenter Sports Building, 0.8-1 miles or 7-10 minutes on a bike or 27-30 mins by walk;
2. Gore/Smith Halls to Townsend Hall/UD Creamery, 1-1.1 miles or 8-10 minutes on a bike or 21-23 mins by walk;
3. East Main Street to Star Campus, 1.5-1.8 miles or 10-12 minutes on a bike or 34-36 mins by walk; and
4. Clayton Hall/George Reading Hall to Gore Hall, 1-1.1 miles or 6-7 minutes on a bike or 18-20 mins by walk.

A publication by the World Resources Institute (2020) details studies that were conducted in China of 360 cities with dockless bike-sharing systems and records of 47 million bike rides every day (Jiang et al. 2020). Amongst other things, the publication highlights: the health benefits associated with cycling, with 60,000 fewer deaths annually amongst China’s 235 million bike-share users; 17-45% of bike rides (depending on the city) replaced miles travelled by some motorized vehicles; total CO2 emissions in China are expected to be reduced by 4.8 million tonnes annually; and cycling is considered a popular choice of transportation, especially during a pandemic due to the ability to socially distance (unlike other methods of public transportation) as inferred from a 60% and 150% increase in cycling in Guangzhou and Beijing, respectively, since the pandemic started (Jiang et al. 2020).

Dating back, 2016 data found that at least 1,000 cities across the world had bike-sharing systems and as of 2019, at least 150 universities across the U.S. (UD is not rated) have been recognized for bicycle friendliness by the League of American Bicyclists (LAB) with many universities having bike sharing systems (as shown in TABLE 1) (LAB, A).

Given that cycling can foreseeably become the norm for short commutes in an urban setting, in the future educating students about cycling and promoting a cycling culture would be very useful towards helping students make sustainable decisions.

**TABLE 1. Bike-sharing in Select U.S. Universities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Bike Share company</th>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cost for users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Princeton University (Knapp 2020; Kelly 2016)</td>
<td>Zagster</td>
<td>“.more than a dozen bike racks and 75 bikes”</td>
<td>The company expanded its operations in the area, e.g. into the Mercer county Parks system</td>
<td>One-time fee of $20 which allows up to 2 hours at a time; $2 per extra hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Colorado, Boulder (UCB; Boulder Bike Sharing)</td>
<td>Boulder Bike Sharing (non-profit)</td>
<td>“..47+ stations and 300+ bikes”</td>
<td>“..with annual trip totals increasing year over year from 18,469 in 2011 to more than 100,000+ in 2018”</td>
<td>For students, no one-time fee; free for first 60 minutes; $3 per extra 30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Madison (UWM)</td>
<td>Madison BCycle</td>
<td>“..300 bikes at 40+ stations throughout the capital city!”</td>
<td>“As of June 2019, all bikes in the Madison BCycle fleet are electric bikes”</td>
<td>$20 monthly pass discounted for UW members. Includes 60 mins rides, $3/ extra 30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Arizona (UA, A; UA, B)</td>
<td>Tugo City Bikeshare and Cat-Wheels Bike sharing.</td>
<td>Tugo has 330 bikes at 36 stations in and around campus.</td>
<td>They have a Bike-Valet program and the Cat-wheels program is free to UA members</td>
<td>$80 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M (TAMU) (TAMU; Kellstedt et al. 2019)</td>
<td>Veo Bikes</td>
<td>1200+ bikes, with dozens of docks</td>
<td>As of 2019, has one bike per 26 TAMU members</td>
<td>$70 per semester, and many other options available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cycling in Newark and at UD

In 2018, LAB scored Delaware 6th in the Bicycle Friendliness Rankings amongst 50 states (LAB, B). Newark is the only city in Delaware to be rated a “Bicycle Friendly Community” with a Bronze ranking, and this is expected to increase to Silver, in the 2022 rankings, according to BikeNewark (BikeNewark).

As of Summer 2021, there is no bike sharing system in the city of Newark. Current cycling infrastructure and services include trails around and within Newark, bike racks and some repair stops near most UD campus buildings (UD), and a popular community based bike and repair shop, the Newark Bike Project.

There have been some attempts at implementing a bike share program at UD, but to no avail (Abraham 2015; Shannon 2015). According to previous Sustainability Committee minutes, initiatives in the past did not follow through because necessary collaboration with multiple stakeholders (e.g. Newark City Council) was unsuccessful, and problems regarding the safety of users and the public at large by investing in such a venture.

Recommendations

UD should apply for a rating from LAB. Students can apply for the Bicycle Friendly University (BFU) program with the help of a faculty advisor (the application cost is $100). This would assist UD by clearly understanding how it can improve in being a more bicycle-friendly institution (LAB, A). This is also recommended by BikeNewark (BikeNewark).

As per the AASHE STARS report card (2020), UD scores 1.20 out of 2.00 credits in the “Support for Sustainable Transportation Area” (STARS). There are a total of 4 points available in this category and bicycle-friendliness ratings like those offered by LAB can help increase this score. In particular, a Silver rating through the BFU program would give UD 0.5 points in the STARS report. These ratings include bicycle-friendliness in general, not just bikeshare initiatives.

Bikeshare-wise, UD could opt for a free-floating bike-sharing system like at TAMU (Kellstedt et al. 2019). In this system, bicycles are tagged with a GPS device so that no special docks would be required (Pal & Zhang 2017). There are many companies, such as Veo Bikes, used at TAMU that provide such services. Abandoned bicycles on campus could also be used as part of the program.

Helmets should be provided by the cyclist, and first-time cyclists should be informed about cycling etiquette. To this end, UD could establish a partnership with BikeNewark as BikeNewark can help students, faculty, staff and residents enhance their awareness of safe cycling practices.

Concluding Remarks

Generally, UD ought to consider the effects of replacing foot traffic with bicycle traffic and building more cycle racks to help reduce the clutter of bikes (and the abandonment of bicycles in a free-floating system). As many media reports have highlighted in recent years, free-floating systems can be a nuisance to pedestrians. However, many cities and universities can adjust to the changes in traffic and reduce such problems through educational programs and awareness campaigns. Collaboration with Newark City Council, BikeNewark, and UD Police would, therefore, be crucial in raising awareness and providing adequate maintenance to the bikeshare program.
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**Problem Statement**

Worldwide, the building sector is responsible for consuming more than a third of total generated energy and producing a third of anthropogenic CO₂ emissions (Benzar et al. 2020). The poor energy efficiency of older buildings accounts for much of this contribution to climate change (Na & Shen 2020). One way to minimize this contribution is to retrofit older buildings with more energy efficient systems, appliances, or architectural features, thereby reducing operating costs as well.

UD campuses host several centuries- and decades-old buildings, maintained and renovated over time. These older buildings contribute greatly to the >75% contribution of total building energy consumption toward University CO₂ emissions (UD 2020, 4).

Retrofitting these buildings is a feasible step toward reducing UD’s environmental impact with social and economic incentives (e.g., greater student satisfaction, improved university image, reduced long-term operating costs). Considering the wide range of retrofit options and the upgrades already recommended in
other mini-reports (e.g., lighting, temperature), this mini-report focuses on a few viable options.

**Overview**

While UD has taken strong initiative to improve campus sustainability through its 2008 Carbon Footprint Initiative and comprehensive Climate Action Plan (2009), the campus is still rated Bronze by AASHE STARS (STARS). UD’s energy consumption contributes toward this rating, and **FIGURE 1** below on energy distribution across campus offers insight into areas of improvement.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Source</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline &amp; Jet Fuel (Incl. Commuting)</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Oil, Fertilizer, Misc.</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From FY2007-2019, based on Newark campus greenhouse gas inventory.


Source: (UD 2020, 5).

Clearly, buildings are the primary source of energy consumption and related CO₂ emissions, with electricity supplying much of campus power (**FIGURE 2**).

**FIGURE 3** (see next page) displays electricity and natural gas applications. Lighting, cooling, space heating, office equipment, and ventilation are the primary energy consumers—lighting and many temperature upgrades are omitted from the scope of this report as they are covered in other mini-reports within the Sustainability Report.

UD has made progress since the publication of the Climate Action Plan (UD 2009). The plan reported UD’s intention to “establish an environmental standard for new construction and for retrofits of the
existing building stock that lowers energy requirements and carbon emissions sufficiently to meet LEED Silver,” which is the third best building performance certification by the U.S. Green Buildings Council (UD 2009, 4; LEED). While full-time student enrolment has increased by 4,537 from 2007-2008 to 2019-2020 and Newark campus building area has increased by ~36.8%, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have declined by ~16.2% (UD, A). An increase in building efficiency is responsible for this decline (FIGURE 4), a remarkable accomplishment by the university (UD 2020, 4). However, the GHG decline nevertheless fails to meet the planned 2020 target for a 20% decrease in emissions (UD 2009, 1; UD, B). Additionally, to attain the new goal of achieving net zero emissions by 2030, despite increasing enrolment and campus expansion, energy efficiency must continue to improve across UD’s campuses (UD 2020, 8; UD, B).

FIGURE 3. Survey Results of Electricity and Natural Gas Distribution in Educational Facilities by Utility (1999)


Source: (UD 2020, 5).
Focusing these improvements on retrofitting key older buildings offers: economic benefits, as demonstrated by the Climate Action Plan’s (UD 2009) projected $6 million savings through sustainable initiatives (UD 2017); presents clear environmental benefits (e.g., reduced energy consumption, thereby reducing demand); and establishes UD’s collegiate and national reputation as an innovative leader in campus sustainability, especially by showcasing expertise in green technology.

LEED certification standards in the area of Operations and Maintenance, the Energy Star Building Upgrade Manual, and a number of practical sustainability studies offer guidance into retrofitting existing constructions. This mini-report identifies several possible retrofit options for UD campuses, incorporating respective economic and environmental incentives. These options also coincide with UD’s plans to undertake deferred infrastructure maintenance projects throughout the next decade (UD 2017).

Findings and Recommendations

Viable retrofit options include metering and monitoring, energy load management, appliance optimization, building envelope upgrades, and ventilation optimization. Out of these options, UD is already prepared to improve metering (UD 2009, 4, 11, 21). Detailed options are below.

1. **Metering & Monitoring**

The first step in the campus retrofit process is identifying the least energy efficient buildings and sections within them. While building age and maintenance records offer insight, a sustainable option to ensure long-term efficiency is metering. Meters and submeters are devices that measure electricity, gas, water, steam and other utilities, with the latter being devices that can record data from building subsystems or specific appliances (Energy Star 2008, 19). Submeters also allow measurement of instantaneous or interval data, a far more informative measure than the aggregate monthly data offered by utility meters alone (Porst & Winter, 6).

Meters can reveal the least efficient buildings. To identify energy drains within these buildings and consumption schedules, submeters can ideally be installed to each building’s electricity and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. If immediate costs are too high, a single submeter can be installed to the utility main meter (Porst & Winter, 22).

Additional submeters can be installed in individual appliances whose energy consumption may be significant.

Metering benefits include quickly flagging system inefficiencies (e.g., unnecessary equipment usage), identifying wasteful operating hours, and benchmarking energy consumption across facilities (WU).

This data enables targeted energy use regulation, either manual or automated, by UD facilities; one study recorded kilowatt hour reductions of 12% to 20% across multiple buildings (ICLEI & IMT). Such decreased energy consumption is environmentally and economically beneficial, resulting in long-term cost reductions for UD.

The oldest constructed or maintained buildings on UD’s Newark campus are viable targets for initial metering.

2. **Energy Load Management**

A rewarding application of metering is identifying wasteful operation and reducing both energy consumption and utility bills through corrective load management.

Electricity for non-residential buildings often charge based on consumption, the total amount of monthly energy consumption, and demand, the highest rate of consumption during a 15-minute peak each month.
Demand charges can account for 30-70% of electricity bills. Utility companies enforce demand charges due to excessive demand on their power supply and reducing building energy consumption during peak periods can greatly reduce both utility costs and energy emissions (Kutkut, 1-4). This is known peak shaving, whose daily savings are exemplified in FIGURE 5 below.

**FIGURE 5. Illustration of Energy and Utility Cost Savings by Implementing Peak Shaving**

![Diagram of Current Demand vs. New Demand with Peak Shaving](image)

Source: (Kutkut, 5).

Peak shaving can be implemented through load shedding or on-site generation.

Load shedding involves first monitoring wasteful systems in inefficient buildings through metering or electronic data loggers, identifying peak demand conflicts, and installing automatic controllers or software to reduce system energy use during peaks. HVAC appliances are prime candidates for load shedding due to inefficient operating hours, as well as batch-type processes. Cost analysis can be utilized to determine whether controller installment cost can be recouped by energy savings in an acceptable time frame (Mort).

On-site generation of electricity during peak hours to avoid demand charges is a more expensive option but can be implemented where UD already uses or plans to use renewable energy sources. Solar arrays with battery storage energy systems can be configured to discharge into targeted buildings at optimal peak times (Ideal Energy).

3. **Appliance Optimization**

With office equipment contributing to approximately 20% of building electricity consumption, identifying wasteful appliance operations can significantly reduce energy emissions and costs.

Replacing old office equipment with Energy Star-labeled equipment that costs the same as unlabeled versions can reduce electricity consumption up to 50%.

Recommendations in the temperature and lighting mini-reports are also useful to this end.

Installing Energy Star or third-party power management software onto applicable building-wide computer networks will automatically power-down unused devices and can save between $10 and $45 per desktop computer annually (Energy Star 2008, 185). UD may be able to save thousands of dollars by installing such cheap software, receiving near instant payback.

4. **Building Envelope Upgrades**

Besides indoor active energy consumption, a building’s external envelope, consisting of ‘windows, doors,
walls, the roof, and the foundation,” is a major source of energy inefficiency (Energy Star 2008, 61). Temperature dissipation is the primary cause, requiring proper insulation, sealing, and maintenance to minimize. Many technological options are also available to retrofit aging envelopes on UD’s campus. Major areas of envelope upgrades include air infiltration, windows, and roofs—retrofit suggestions for each are listed below.

- **Air infiltration:** typical savings after resolving leaks are approximately 5% for large buildings.
  - Seal all observed air leaks in windows, doors, roofs, and walls;
    - Encourage occupants to log building air leaks, either via website or clipboards—occupants will likely be incentivized by uncomfortable temperatures caused by leaks;
  - Calibrate automatic doors (at little programming cost) to minimize air loss during occupant entries and exits;
  - Install revolving doors if cost-permissive (Energy Star 2008, 61).

- **Windows:** even the best windows offer less insulation than the poorest insulated walls, resulting in the greatest building heat dissipation.
  - Install window films (thin layers of polyester, metallic coatings, and adhesives) on existing windows that limit solar radiation into the building and external heat loss;
  - Replace old windows with spectrally selective glass, low-e systems, gas filled windows, or electrochromic windows (Energy Star 2008, 117).

- **Roofs:** uninsulated or inefficient roofs can reduce building insulation efficacy by up to 20%.
  - Add thermal insulation to the inside of roof surfaces;
  - Implement “cool roofs”—highly reflective surfaces that significantly reduce internal building temperatures and general campus temperatures via the “heat island effect,” with typical energy savings around 20% and short payback periods.
    - Cool roof coatings can be laid on existing older buildings at lower costs, also increasing roof longevity due to decreased thermal expansion and ultraviolet degradation;
    - Can be installed cost-effectively when replacing existing roofs or older HVAC systems (Energy Star 2008, 117).
  - Green roofs—roofs consisting of soil layers and vegetation, offering remarkable insulation, roof longevity, and pleasant campus aesthetics; while UD has completed a green roof on Colburn Laboratory (Thomas 2012), the costs may be excessive for common implementation.

- **Photovoltaic (PV) panels:** current solar cell technology combined with UD’s commitment to advancing solar innovation may offer PV panel roofs as viable retrofit options; 1-3 kilowatts of peak power generation per 10 square meters may reasonably offer payback within a few years (Energy Star 2008, 121).

5. **Ventilation Optimization**

With ventilation contributing to nearly 7% of building electricity consumption, installing efficient fan motors and matching system size to energy loads offer further retrofit efficiency improvements.

Adding ventilation controllers to monitor and automatically regulate operation is a viable retrofit
option for many ventilation systems. Low-occupancy spaces (e.g., administrative offices, libraries) will see the greatest energy savings, while use in classrooms has also proven cost-effective (Energy Star 2008, 187).

Demand-controlled ventilation is most energy-efficient in high-occupancy areas (e.g., halls, auditoriums, gyms) (Energy Star 2008, 187).
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University of Delaware – Electric Vehicle Charging Ports

Problem Statement

The infrastructure for electric vehicle ("EV") charging is currently an emerging market across the U.S. (Baresch & Moser 2019, 188). The number of automobiles on the road have continued to rise over the past decade, and hybrid vehicles and EVs continue to take an increasing portion of market share as consumers look towards sustainable alternatives to traditional vehicles (Castrol 2020). The momentous rise of Tesla within the past five years, along with the Chevrolet Volt and the Nissan Leaf, are some of the indications of the staying power of EVs in the automotive marketplace (Baresch and Moser 2019). These vehicles have become more attainable within the past decade, especially as production prices for EV batteries have fallen by over 65% over the past five years (EIA 2020).

With the gradual shift from internal combustion engines to more ecologically-friendly vehicles, such as solar power and hydrogen, the global environment gains an opportunity for healing. However, to fulfil this vision, EV infrastructure is needed. On a more local scale, in Newark (DE), this infrastructure is lackluster. This mini-report examines the feasibility of expanding the current infrastructure of EV charging ports across UD’s campuses. While a costly investment, the expanded presence of this infrastructure would be beneficial in the long-term for faculty, staff, and students (including prospective), as well as for local and global ecology. By reducing greenhouse gas emissions from transportation – of which UD produces many – UD’s campuses can be healthier for all and enhance quality of life.
Overview

One of the most critical components to expanding service is understanding the variety of plug types for different vehicles. In the U.S., the most popular plug, with an 85% market share, is the SAE J-1772 EV charging connector, which utilizes alternating current (AC) energy. The remaining 15% of plugs utilize direct current (DC) electrical charging for fast charging. DC plugs include Tesla chargers, the CCS charging port, and the CHAdeMO charging port (AFDC). In many countries in the European Union, the CCS port is the standard for quick charging (Mu and Yamamoto 2019). Public charging outlets are also be designated by their charging rate. Level-1 for J-1772, for example, has the slowest rate of recharge at 5 miles of range per hour (AFDC). Most charging ports in the U.S. are Level-2, however, which offer a recharge rate of 20 miles of range per hour of charging (AFDC).

Currently, there are three stations for EV charging ports on UD campuses. Two are located in the Drake Hall parking lot, and they are solely in operation for UD-owned vehicles. The third port is located on the second floor of the parking garage at the Perkins Student Center (UD 2014). This is the only location available to the public on UD campuses, as of Summer 2021. Each of these ports utilize the J-1772 EV charging plug, and were installed in 2014-2015 during the “Charging Up Delaware” project (UD 2016). A collaboration between UD and the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC), this initiative expanded the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) infrastructure throughout campus (Bayram and Tajer 2017). UD has expressed interest in continuing to expand but, as of Summer 2021, plans to expand the number of ports have been temporarily halted indefinitely due to funding shortages since Spring 2020 (a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic that initially affected UD in Spring 2020 and continues at the time of writing, February 2021).

Other EV charging port locations exist within the Newark area outside of the campus grounds to service vehicles (see Table 1). A prominent group is a recently installed system of 10 ports accepting the J-1772 plug at the Newark train station (Plugshare). The only non-J-1772 plug near the Newark campus is a CCS plug beside Homewood Suites, across from the UD football stadium. It only allows for one car to charge at 24kWh (kilowatts-per-hour), though public user reports have suggested the average charging rate is around 10kWh (Plugshare).

Other car charging locations are dispersed amongst the Ford, Chevrolet, Nissan, and Porsche car dealerships along Cleveland Avenue and Ogleton Road (see TABLE 1). These contain the DC fast charging CSS plugs and CHAdeMO plugs. Both the UD Lewes Campus and Wilmington campus no ports on university-owned property, though some are located as a part of public parking lots or car dealerships within two miles of campus grounds (Plugshare).

Additionally, in February 2021, Willard F. Hurd (AIA) – Chair of Newark’s Planning Commission – informed the Graduate Student Government Sustainability Committee, in response to an inquiry, that Newark Council approved the purchase of EV charging stations to be installed in the Municipal Building Lot and in Lot 1 behind the Galleria. However, as of Summer 2021, there are no plans for future installations within Newark (Newark City Council 2019).
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### TABLE 1. Electric Vehicle Charging Point Locations, Numbers, Types, and Optimized Charging Rates (as of Summer 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charging Ports Near UD Campus</th>
<th># of Units</th>
<th>Plug Types</th>
<th>Charging Rates (Sorted by Plug Type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UD - Perkins Garage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>J-1772</td>
<td>16 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD - Drexel Lab</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J-1772</td>
<td>15 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark - Train Station</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>J-1772</td>
<td>7.5 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark - Homewood Suites</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>24 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark - Nissan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>J-1772, CHAdeMO</td>
<td>10 kWh, 50 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark - Chevy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>J-1772</td>
<td>7 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark - Ford</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J-1772</td>
<td>6 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark - Porsche</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J-1772</td>
<td>6 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewes - Ferry Terminal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J-1772</td>
<td>15.6 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewes - Otis Smith Park</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J-1772, Tesla</td>
<td>11.04 kWh, 18.4 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewes - Shelley Avenue</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J-1772, Tesla</td>
<td>11.52 kWh, 19.2 kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** (Plugshare); charging rates are reported at perfect conditions but are frequently lower. Tesla charging ports are specifically Tesla Destination chargers, not Tesla Superchargers. Charging rates are calculate by the average charging rate (Voltage x Amp) and sorted by the plug type available at each location.

In contrast to comparator institutions, UD ranks in the middle of the pack with respect to concentration of EV charging ports around its campus. **TABLE 2** illustrates the comparisons between UD and comparator institutions throughout the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Mid-Western US. Most institutions only have 2-4 EV charging stations. The point of drastic divergence is the number of ports external to the campus jurisdiction, though this can mostly be attributed to the broader urban environment surrounding some colleges and universities (e.g. Pittsburgh, Boston, Philadelphia, Towson). However, the J-1772-type plugs have the largest install base by far within this dataset, with access to Tesla locations and CCS locations commonly nearby at an off-campus location.
Table 2. University of Delaware and Comparator Institutions in their Electric Vehicle Charging Ports (as of Summer 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College / University</th>
<th>EV Ports on Campus (within 2 mi. radius)</th>
<th>J-1772 Plug Types Supported (2 mi.)</th>
<th>Tesla Plug (2 mi.)</th>
<th>CCS Plug (2 mi.)</th>
<th>CHAdeMO Plug (2 mi.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Delaware</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drexel University</td>
<td>4 (25)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elon University</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William &amp; Mary</td>
<td>0 (5)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Charleston</td>
<td>0 (8)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofstra University</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towson University</td>
<td>4 (15)</td>
<td>Yes (+ Wall)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Madison</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern University</td>
<td>1 (22)</td>
<td>Yes (+ Wall)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pittsburgh</td>
<td>4 (18)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina-Wilmington</td>
<td>0 (3)</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salisbury University</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland - College Park</td>
<td>8 (13)</td>
<td>Yes (+ Wall)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Plugshare).
Rationale for Intervention

According to UD’s *Greenhouse Gas Inventory for the 2018-2019 Academic Year* (2020), in the 2018-2019 academic year, students, faculty, and staff consumed “approximately 2.5 million gallons of gasoline” (UD 2020, 5). Including “2.5 thousand gallons of jet fuel,” this equates to “22,319 metric tons CO$_2$e, which is down 27% from the 2008 total of 30,609 metric tons” (UD 2020, 5). While there has evidently been an improvement from 2008, the emissions emanating from internal combustion operated vehicles by UD students, faculty, and staff remains high. This understanding of emissions by UD is consistent with data from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which notes that the “combustion of fossil fuels such as gasoline and diesel to transport people and goods was the largest source of CO$_2$ emissions in 2018, accounting for about 33.6 percent of total U.S. CO$_2$ emissions and 27.3 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions” (EPA, B; emphasis added).

In an ICF Report submitted to the Delaware DNREC Division of Climate and Coastal Energy, EVs can help in the reduction of transportation emissions. Notably, from 2005 to 2025, “transportation emissions are projected to decrease by 13% (0.7 MMTCO$_2$e), likely due to improved fuel efficiency, as well as increased availability and use of electric vehicles” (ICF 2020, 17). Although the ICF recommends that regulations are implemented to require vehicle manufacturers to make available specific quantities of EVs, UD could incentivize the purchase and use of EVs by relegating specific car-parking spaces for EVs-only (ICF 2020, 20). A transition to EVs is “expected to benefit air quality and urban livability,” thereby enhancing the attraction of Newark as a place to live and work for prospective faculty, staff, and students coming to UD (ICF 2020, 40). The implementation of these measures – which could be done in partnership with Newark City Council – may “provide new employment opportunities related to program administration and construction of EV infrastructure” (ICF 2020, 40).

Furthermore, the EPA highlights that, in addition to carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), non-EV “automobiles produce methane (CH$_4$) and nitrous oxide (N$_2$O) from the tailpipe and hydrofluorocarbon emissions from leaking air conditions” (EPA, A). These emissions are fewer in number compared to CO$_2$, but the impact of these emissions is, nonetheless, important given that they have a “higher global warming potential…than CO$_2$” (EPA, A). On the other hand, EVs do not “emit any tailpipe emissions,” but the production and distribution of EVs does produce emissions (EPA, A). This is why, as indicated in the Bikeshare Program mini-report, creating an infrastructure that promotes walking and cycling, is integral to the advancement of an ecologically-sustainable city, university, and an enriched quality of life for residents, faculty, staff, and students.

Diesel engines are not any better. In fact, the EPA has recognized that, environmentally, fine particulate matter from diesel engines contributes to “haze,” “ozone formation,” “acid rain,” and “global climate change” (EPA 2003, 3). People with “existing heart or lung disease, asthma or other respiratory problems are most sensitive to the health effects of fine particles, as are children and the elderly” (EPA 2003, 2). More specifically, at “relatively high acute exposures,” diesel can “cause acute irritation to the eye and upper respiratory airways and symptoms of respiratory irritation which may be temporarily debilitating” (EPA 2002, 9-24). Such exposure may also “induce allergic responses (some of which are also typical of asthma) and/or exacerbate existing respiratory allergies” (EPA 2002, 9-24). Moreover, long-term exposure to low levels can pose a risk. Low levels can lead to “chronic inflammation and pathological changes in the human lung,” and diesel is “judged to be a “probable” human carcinogen” (EPA 2002, 9-24).

In terms of the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE), UD was recognized in 2020 as a Bronze-ranked institution (Atuegbu 2020). AASHE’s rating system, STARS, awarded UD 1 credit (out of a total of 1 available credits) for its Campus Fleet. This was the result
of 135 of its campus fleet being primarily hybrid (120 gasoline-electric, non-plug-in hybrid; 10 diesel-electric, non-plug-in hybrid; two 100 percent electric; and three hydrogen fueled) (AASHE). When these hybrids do not use electricity, however, they continue to produce tailpipe emissions, but this is dependent on the battery capacity and how it is driven (EPA, A).

Key Findings and Recommendations

More EV charging stations are needed to allow for EVs to run well. Americans, on average, live approximately four minutes away from a gas station, whereas EV supercharging stations are dispersed at an average of 31 miles/person (Castrol, 2018). There are nearly 1,000 supercharging stations within the U.S., most of them under Tesla (Baresch and Moser 2019). Furthermore, there are approximately 3,845 non-Tesla stations dispersed around the U.S. (Tesla 2021).

While the cost of implementing new EV charging ports is undoubtedly an issue, location of the new EV charging ports is less controversial (Moniot et al. 2019). Notably, there are ample car parks across UD campuses that would incontrovertibly benefit from EV charging points. At a minimum, three new charging ports should be installed with the capacity to cater to the predominant plugs types that serve different vehicles on the market currently. Ideally one Tesla Supercharger, one Level-2 CCS charger, and one Level-2 J-1772 charger would be preferred. UD should also consider the installation of a Tesla Destination charger if Tesla’s Supercharger ports are too expensive. Conversely, UD could consider using CHAdeMO ports to cover the variety of vehicles that can charge on the campus.

The current rate for the most efficient Tesla supercharging station, as of Summer 2021, can run at $25,000, and a 250kWh station can be upward of $50,000. More cost-effective ports can be found with lower recharge rates, and the state of Delaware does offer a generous rebate for installation of Level-2 Charging Ports (DNREC 2020). Ideally one Tesla Supercharger, one Level-2 CCS charger, and one Level-2 J-1772 charger would be preferred. With respect to charging power, to prepare for the increase in driving range for future electric vehicles UD ought to seek a higher minimum rate for charging vehicles. A charging rate of at least 15kWh for charging at minimum would be acceptable, although a quicker rate of charge for vehicles with more storage capacity in the future, a rate within the range of 25-50kWh would be preferred (Genikomsakis et al. 2018).

For the satellite campuses, a single J-1772 on each campus would be an excellent start, with the intention to implement upgrades in the future. Moreover, to promote the adoption and use of EVs, UD could establish EV-only parking spaces across its campuses – this can be achieved by placing notices or paint to car parking spaces.

Finally, UD ought to transition toward a 100% EV campus fleet and shift away from hybrids that continue to produce harmful emissions.
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Problem statement

As global carbon dioxide emissions continue to rise, the looming threat of an anthropogenic climate crisis is becoming a growing concern. To avoid ecological collapse and the exacerbation of the climate-conflict nexus, carbon neutrality must be aggressively pursued. In 2018, the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) set a warming threshold of 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels to prevent the most severe irreversible consequences of climate change (IPCC 2018). The planet has already warmed by ~1°C since the industrial revolution due to the burning of fossil fuels (IPCC 2018). The UN Secretary-General has warned, in August 2021, that there is “no time for delay and no room for excuses,” and fossil fuels – especially coal – must be phased-out as soon as possible (UN 2021). For the sake of both human and non-human inhabitants of Earth, UD must do more. This can be achieved by committing to a new goal of achieving net zero emissions by 2030, in line with the IPCC Working Group 1 Report in August 2021 (UN 2021).

Overview

Carbon neutrality is defined as net zero carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions achieved via the balancing of anthropogenic CO₂ emissions by anthropogenic CO₂ removals, or offsets, over a specified period (IPCC
Carbon dioxide enters the atmosphere through the combustion of fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, and oil), solid waste, trees and other biological materials, and also as a result of certain chemical processes (e.g., manufacture of cement). Carbon dioxide is naturally removed from the atmosphere (or "sequestered") when it is absorbed by plants as part of the biological carbon cycle (Cunha-e-Sá et al. 2013). With proper accounting, this naturally occurring sequestration can be used to offset carbon dioxide emissions. Some examples of ways to take advantage of naturally occurring carbon sequestration strategies include reforestation and improved land use practices (Cunha-e-Sá et al. 2013).

Changes in the climate have occurred naturally throughout Earth’s history. However, since the coming of the industrial age, the Earth’s climate has been changing drastically due to human activity at an unprecedented rate. Humanity has come to rely on fossil fuels and these fossil fuels have produced, en masse, carbon dioxide, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and methane, and these collectively inflict serious damage on humans, non-human species, and the natural environment (IPBES 2019, 6). Prior to industrialization, CO$_2$ levels were between 180 and 300 ppm (ESRL 2021). Current levels are now around 415 ppm (see FIGURE 1). As a direct result of rapidly rising atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations from fossil fuel combustion and average surface temperatures will continue to rise over the next century and beyond under a “business as usual” scenario (see FIGURE 2).

**FIGURE 1. Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Concentration at Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii (1960-2021)**

Due to the spike in carbon dioxide emissions, the Earth is witnessing rising temperatures. According to the IPCC, global mean surface temperature change for the decade 2006–2015 was 0.87°C (likely between 0.75°C and 0.99°C) higher than the average over the 1850–1900 period (IPCC 2018). Overall, the planet has warmed by about 1°C since the industrial revolution (IPCC 2018). On the current trajectory, global
temperatures are increasing by 0.2°C per decade due to past and ongoing emissions. This trend is captured by FIGURE 2, below.

**FIGURE 2. Observed Global Temperature Change and Modeled Responses to Stylized Anthropogenic Emission and Forcing Pathways (2018)**

![Global warming relative to 1850-1900 (°C)](image)

**Source:** (IPCC 2018).

In FIGURE 2, the IPCC provides a variety of potential pathways for future warming that depend upon future anthropogenic activities. The model pathways demonstrated that global net anthropogenic CO₂ emissions must decline very rapidly if the goal of net zero emissions (or carbon neutrality in this instance) is to be achieved by 2030 (IPCC 2018). Anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions are the primary contributor to the warming being experienced today (see FIGURE 3). The current amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is the highest it has been in 3 million years, before humans walked the earth (ESRL 2021). Even more alarming, carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere are increasing over 100 times faster than the rise observed at the end of the last ice age, quicker than has ever been recorded in earth’s history (University of California 2013).
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The extent to which climate change will impact global society remains unclear. However, sufficient evidence exists to identify the following outcomes: temperature rise, ocean acidification, sea level rise, loss of biodiversity, arctic sea ice loss, increase in extreme weather events, increase in drought frequency, more heat waves, extreme changes in precipitation patterns, and increased forest fire activity (GCRP 2017). These outcomes will have wide-ranging geopolitical consequences and will act as conflict intensifiers that pose serious threats to national security. Over the next 20 years, the effects of climate change have the potential to lead to global perturbations, increased risk of political instability, heightened tensions between countries for resources, a growing number of climate-linked humanitarian crises, emergent geostrategic competitive domains, and adverse effects on militaries (House Intelligence Committee 2019). In this sense, environmental stress works as a ‘threat multiplier’, exacerbating ongoing social strife by adding further strain to actors already facing existing pressures, such as food and water insecurity (Scheffran et al. 2014; von Uexkull et al. 2016; and Koren & Bagozzi 2017). Climate change is current, and its effects are already being observed across the globe in real-time. Scientific consensus has concluded that human activity, primarily the emission of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel combustion, is the driving force behind climate change.

The economic cost of climate change to the U.S. is difficult to quantify, but the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) predicts it will exceed $500 billion annually (EPA 2017). This cost is likely a gross underestimation since a variety of factors including the potential for an outbreak of conflict, the true value of human life, mass migration events, infrastructural damage due to intensified natural disasters, and the need for foreign humanitarian aid cannot be predicted (Koubi et al. 2018, 905; von Uexkull et al. 2016, 12395). However, the EPA’s estimation provides an indication that climate change will have a significant impact on the U.S. economy.

Locally, the impacts of climate change on the state of Delaware are anticipated to be severe and will both directly and indirectly impact UD. Without significant efforts to achieve carbon neutrality, an
additional 4-8 days of temperatures over 100 °F are expected by mid-century and an additional 9-30 days above 100 °F are expected by late-century (DNREC 2014). These conditions are potentially fatal for vulnerable Delaware citizens including infants, the elderly, those suffering from asthma, and impoverished disadvantaged communities with limited access to air conditioning (DNREC 2014). Increasing temperatures will also place a heavier burden upon utility providers to meet electricity demand during peak hours, potentially causing increased power outages that could affect UD (DNREC 2014). Additionally, as temperatures increase, ground-level ozone concentrations will grow, intensifying respiratory illnesses (Wilson et. al 2014). Rainfall in Delaware is also expected to increase significantly with heavy rainstorms becoming more frequent and intense (DNREC 2014). These conditions could lead to the failure of septic system drain fields, and significant damage to infrastructure (DNREC 2014). Coupled with rising sea levels, increased rainfall could also inundate the chemical industry along the Delaware river that is the backbone of Delaware’s economy and provides a significant amount of funding to university research (DNREC 2014).

In the academic year 2007-2008, UD pledged a 20% CO₂ equivalent (CO₂e) reduction by 2020. This was one of the most ambitious commitments of a major university at the time (Manser). In 2015, a Sustainability Manager position was established at UD, though the full-time manager position was lost in October 2020 due to COVID-19 budget cuts. As of FY19, UD has reduced greenhouse gas emissions by 16% from their 2007-2008 academic year baseline (UD 2020, 7). UD reported that the largest component of their emission reductions was “a result of electricity supply generation shifts from coal to natural gas and renewable resources due to state, regional, and national policy changes” (UD 2020, 6).

- UD received a bronze AASHE STARS rating in 2020 (Atuegbu 2020), falling behind other comparator universities.
- In 2020, UD formed a new Sustainability Council, spearheaded by the Sustainability Manager and faculty, with the objective to write and implement a new sustainability plan for the university (UDaily 2020).

**TABLE 1** demonstrates that UD is behind its comparator institutions. However, by pledging an ambitious goal of achieving net zero emissions by 2030, UD can enhance its national and international prestige.

When examining other universities that have achieved carbon neutrality, the American University (AU) provides a good example of some effective solutions that reduce campus emissions. Their three goals were to (1) reduce overall emissions, (2) use renewable energy, and (3) offset the small remainder of emissions (American University). Emissions were measured in three categories. The first scope focused on reducing natural gas used for heating and hot water. For this, they utilized solar panels and a switch to a low temperature hot water system. They offset the rest of natural gas usage by investing in landfill gas capture and use. Methane produced from anaerobic processes is captured and used as fuel (American University).

The second scope involves reducing electricity use, “AU decreased electricity use per square foot by more than 20% from 2005 to 2017. This reduction was achieved through individual actions, like turning off lights and unplugging chargers, efficiency upgrades like using LED bulbs on campus, and by using a building automation system that allows Facilities management to monitor buildings for unusual activity” (American University). Emissions were reduced further with on campus and off campus solar, as well as by purchasing Green-e certified renewable energy credits to match the remaining electricity used on campus. The third scope focused on decreasing waste and offering alternative transportation. For the remaining emissions AU used several different offset projects: energy efficient cookstoves in Kenya through the Paradigm Project, local tree plantings in DC with the Anacostia Watershed Society and Urban Offsets, and wind power in India to match emissions from commuting (American University). University-related travel is tracked and offset by efficient trucking technologies and landfill capture is used to address campus waste. In
light of their AU’s success, UD should emulate their approach (American University).

TABLE 1. University of Delaware Comparator Institution Sustainability Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Carbon Goal</th>
<th>Presidents’ Commitment</th>
<th>AASHE STARS Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston College</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2040</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 250</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of William and Mary</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Delaware</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehigh University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2020</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland</td>
<td>25% by 2020; 35% by 2030; 50% by 2040</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Notre Dame</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pittsburgh</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia</td>
<td>25% by 2025</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Western University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>80% by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
<td>65% by 2030</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td>65% by 2030</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC State University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stony Brook University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Massachusetts Amherst</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
<td>25% by 2025</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Utah</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University</td>
<td>80% by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Washington University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Mason University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towson University</td>
<td>Zero Carbon by 2050</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (UD 2020, 8).

Recommendation(s)

It is recommended that UD publicly commits to a net zero emissions goal by 2030. The achievement of this goal will help ensure that the university is meeting the pacing required to prevent a catastrophic 1.5°C temperature increase. Several options to achieve the 2030 target are listed below in the order that they ought to be pursued:

1. The most cost effective method for reducing carbon dioxide emissions is to reduce energy usage. This can be accomplished through measures to improve campus energy efficiency. Many energy efficiency improvements will have significant capital costs but, over time, the energy savings will pay for themselves. Other methods to reduce energy consumption such as minimizing campus building heating/cooling usage has no associated costs. Practical energy efficiency improvements such as this should take priority in the short-term to help UD recover from the economic burden of the COVID-19 pandemic. Specific recommendations for energy efficiency for UD can be found in other mini-reports presented in this Sustainability Report, including: Campus Lighting, Building Temperature Control, and Retrofitting University Campus Building.
2. The incorporation of additional renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, and hydro into the campus grid have the potential to significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions. A larger renewable contribution to UD’s energy mix can be accomplished through negotiations with the campus utility provider(s) or by establishing rooftop solar systems on campus buildings.

3. Carbon dioxide emissions associated with university transportation can be greatly reduced by transitioning UD’s vehicle fleet to electric vehicles, increasing busing route efficiency, and replacing campus vehicle usage with bike sharing programs where possible. Specific recommendations for an improved infrastructure in Newark can be found in other mini-reports presented in this Sustainability Report, including: Newark Bikeshare Program, and Electric Vehicle Charging Ports.

4. Natural photosynthetic carbon dioxide capture and storage in soil provides a method to offset carbon dioxide emissions that cannot be eliminated by the first three methods. This can be achieved through the direct support of reforestation programs and by increasing the presence of on-campus plant life. To this end, UD’s Ecological Preserve ought to be continually safeguarded - as is currently the case - and UD ought to implement its Botanic Garden Master Plan (UD A).

5. The final method to achieve net neutrality would be the purchase of carbon offset credits from a reputable provider. Carbon offset credits are transferable instruments which represent investments in a variety of carbon sequestration projects.
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Problem Statement

Deforestation is a well-recognised and established issue that negatively affects quality of life for humans and biodiversity (IPBES 2019, 37). The City of Newark – including UD – stand to gain by committing to reforestation efforts, and the ‘greening’ of the city. By greenifying the city, the university can hope to attract new faculty, staff, and students, as well as increased donations to enhance and maintain the university’s green status. This is partly reflected by extant research that indicates that students appreciate the integration of greenery in the university environment (van den Bogerd et al. 2018). UD also stands to gain by committing to tree-planting efforts as it is a relatively unique effort among comparator institutions in improving campus life, biodiversity, and tackling the climate crisis.

Overview

The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) makes it abundantly clear – improved land management can reduce emissions, especially from deforestation and forest degradation (IPBES 2019, 41). In turn, the IPBES advocates a selected target as part of its sustainable development goals, which stipulates that there is a need to “sustainably manage and restore degraded forests and halt deforestation” (IPBES 2019, 36). The U.S. Forest Service adds that “America’s richly, diverse forests provide vital products and amenities to our society including quality habitat for wildlife, biodiversity of plant and animal communities, clean water, aesthetic benefits, and recreational opportunities” (US FS, B). Whilst there is not a forest in Newark (e.g. Main Street), UD can support its existing Ecological Preserve, and further demonstrate its commitment to sustainability practices by planting more trees in Newark. This would help convey to faculty, staff, and students UD’s visible commitment to improving the natural environment and quality of life for all. By engaging in such tree-planting campaigns, UD can also highlight its stewardship ethic to prospective staff, faculty, and students.

By UD’s own admission, “Trees are important to people” as “access to nature plays a significant role in life satisfaction,” and they also “improve the physical environment” by “trapping dust particles and replenishing oxygen” (UD, A). Trees can also “reduce air conditioning needs by 30 percent and save to 20 to 50 percent on fuel costs for heating,” “improve water quality by reducing the impact of raindrops,” “provide habitat for animals and birds,” and “add beauty to the environment” (UD, A). UD even has its own Trees for Delaware Guide and this guide features a long list of the benefits of tree-planting (UD, B). In Newark’s Sustainability Plan (2019), one of its goals, among many others, include increasing the tree canopy to 34% by 2025 and 36% by 2030 (CoN 2019, 10). Thus, UD and Newark City Council can join forces to enhance their efforts to green the city and campus and make it a better place for humans and non-human species.
Comparator Institutions

An examination of comparator institutions with regard to their tree-planting efforts unveils that few universities and colleges engage in tree-planting. In the U.S., there are several institutions that are noteworthy. Washington University in St. Louis has an annual Tree Planting Day on November 7th and is operated by its Grounds and Maintenance unit. This event provides an opportunity for students, faculty, and staff to plant trees, and the annual event has been running since 2014 (WUSTL 2019). In December 2020, the University of Louisville Sustainability Council partnered with the Old Louisville Neighborhood Council to restore the urban canopy on the northern edge of UofL’s Belknap Campus. In total, 31 street trees were planted, and volunteers were invited to help (UofL 2020).

Additionally, in October 2019, the University of Hawai‘i planned to plant 11,000 trees and eventually scale up to planting 100,000 trees in 2020 and 1,000,000 tree plantings annually from 2021 onward. To prevent the threat of weeds, weed-blocking mats were placed around each planted tree, and this resulted in a 50% survival rate for the saplings. With the addition of a novel watering system, survival rates for the saplings were expected to rise to approximately 90%. For the initial 11,000 trees – including mats and watering – the University launched a crowdfunding campaign with a goal of $55,000. Volunteers were encouraged to participate, and all of this was part of the University of Hawai‘i’s efforts to achieve its Carbon Neutrality Challenge (UoH 2019).

In February 2021, Mississippi State (MSU) faculty, staff and students celebrated Arbor Day by planting trees on campus. Given the climate in February in southern states, this allows for the newly planted trees to have an increased survival rate. Particular emphasis was placed on the economic impact that the trees would make given their prominence to visitors, they are long-lived, and tree-planting as an opportunity for campus engagement. The MSU Tree Campus Higher Education Advisory Committee, Campus Services and the Division of Finance and Administration collaborated to realise this vision (MSU 2021).

In May 2019, the University of Illinois Chicago, through a collaboration with Openland’s TreePlanters program, aimed to plant multiple trees on its campus that were intended to replace old trees that had become infected and had to be removed. Volunteers were encouraged to help in the planting of trees (UIC 2019).

Given the above, it is clear there are ample opportunities for UD’s students, faculty, and staff to be engaged in tree-planting on or near its campuses. At the existing virgin forest – the Ecological Preserve – opportunities could be identified for students to assist in planting new trees or replacing diseased/dead trees (UD CANR). More broadly, these same stakeholders can help throughout planting efforts (including flowers, shrubs, vegetables, fruit, etc.) in other UD Botanic Garden Master Plan efforts. Annual tree-planting, even if off-campus, could be very beneficial for students, faculty, and staff. Given the collaborative efforts highlighted at other universities, it is evident that this is part of what constitutes a successful tree-planting campaign. This could mean partnership with Newark City Council in greening the city, including off-campus (e.g. Newark Main Street) locations. To achieve this, the expertise of UD’s Facilities and Maintenance will need to be consulted.

Rationale for Intervention

Whilst UD has a number of green spaces on its main Newark campus, it needs to do more in providing greater access to nature and this vision has already been encapsulated by UD in its Botanic Garden Master Plan (UD CANR). This Plan would see the establishment of multiple new green spaces that would provide crucial benefits to faculty, staff, students, and visitors. Of the many designs within the Plan, there are opportunities for UD to engage its employees and students in its sustainability practices.
Scholars have noted the significance of green spaces, especially in urban environments. Beatley writes that “human beings need contact with nature and the natural environment” and they “need it to be healthy, happy, and productive and to lead meaningful lives” (Beatley 2016, 3). Cities will, according to Beatley, “need to take significant steps to enhance and regrow local and regional nature…but also serve as leaders in helping other cities to do the same and to provide leadership in global conservation” (Beatley 2016, 4). It is this normative assertion that highlights an important opportunity for UD to be a leader in environmental action by partnering with Newark City Council. Such calls to action for urban areas to safeguard the environment are not new and can be found in famous pieces like Ebenezer Howard’s Garden Cities of To-morrow (1898). This underscores the fact that nature requires constant safeguarding. It is not a one-time investment but, at the same time, it is not without enormous returns.

Such returns on investment in urban nature include a “wide range of positive mental and physical benefits,” such as reducing stress (cortisol) and boosting cognitive performance and the immune system (Beatley 2016, 5-6). Japan is utterly convinced by the benefits that they established a “series of Forest Therapy Bases in and around Japanese cities,” reflecting the importance they place on Shinrin-yoku (forest bathing) because of its healing capacity (Beatley 2016, 6). Additional research suggests that exposure to urban nature can help to “curtail brooding” (precursor to depression), provide an escape from the modern lifestyle that involves a lot of sitting, reduce crime, lower rates of hypertension, increase happiness, and increase creativity (Beatley 2016, 7).

Shanahan et al. also acknowledge the number of health benefits, including reduced all-cause mortality and mortality from cardiovascular disease, reduced asthma prevalence, and enhanced general or self-reported health (Shanahan et al. 2015, 4). Increased access to green spaces which can be used for exercise also results in improved physical well-being (Shanahan et al. 2015, 4).

Increased access to nature likely also means that there will be increased value – economically and emotionally – attributed to UD and Newark. Improvements in environmental working conditions have been attributed to reduced absenteeism in schools, reduced crimes, improved productivity, and reduced need for mental health services (Beatley 2016, 10-11). In turn, the argument is made that returns on investments in nature exceed the cost of initial investment.

Furthermore, the U.S. Forest Service stresses how urban green spaces can assist in building resilient cities. Given the increased frequency and intensity of climate change (e.g. heatwaves, flooding, extreme storms, and poor air quality), urban green spaces can help “to cool cities during the summer, control storm water, and capture air pollutants” (US FS, A). The US FS also echoes earlier claims that green space can reduce stress and crime, lead to healthier and happier people, and can also assist in building social cohesion (US FS, A).

Lastly, UD’s AASHE STARS (as of 2020) rating is Bronze. In terms of Engagement - which is divided in Campus Engagement and Public Engagement - UD does not perform particularly well. Notably, for Campus Engagement, UD scored 9.01 out of 21 credits and, for Public Engagement, UD scored 10.46 out of 20 credits (AASHE STARS). By engaging faculty, staff, and students more in sustainability practices - such as planting trees - UD can boost its engagement credits, thereby edging closer to achieving a Silver Rating. UD’s Bronze rating is a result of its total 36.07 credits. If it were to obtain the additional total credits (21.53) that are available through Engagement, UD would achieve Silver (minimum of 45 credits needed) and would be on the road to obtaining Gold (minimum of 65 credits) (AASHE STARS 2019, 2).

Recommendations

Trees are, evidently, very significant. They play a crucial role in human and planetary well-being. Thus, this mini-report puts forth the following recommendations: (1) endorsement of the UD Botanic Garden Master
Plan, in addition to the incorporation of opportunities for faculty, staff, and students to engage in sustainability initiatives and practices (e.g. tree-planting); (2) collaboration with Newark City Council in ‘greening’ Newark in off-campus locations (e.g. green corridors); and (3) advertisement of UD’s sustainability practices to assist in elevating its national and international status.
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Introduction

The number of institutions committing to fossil fuel divestment (FFD), or divesting assets from fossil fuel producers, is rising across the world; currently, FFD enjoys the support of more than 1300 global institutions, 15% of which are educational. Together, these commitments total to over 14.5 trillion USD (Go Fossil Free 2021a).

Overview

Since 2011, FFD has been generally borne of bottom-up campaigns in higher education as university students urge administrators to redirect university endowments and investment portfolios away from energy sources contributing injuriously to climate change and overall environmental degradation (Gibson & Duram 2020). More than 388 active campaigns currently exist on college campuses across the US, including at UD comparator institutions like West Chester University, Villanova University, the University of Pennsylvania, and Drexel University (Go Fossil Free 2021b). As many universities take steps to improve sustainability within the campus arena, FFD is built upon the tenet that it “is a reasonable next step” and that “it makes no sense to green the campus and not the portfolio” (Go Fossil Free 2021b).

The movement is driven on a deeper, moral level, with many citing Lenferna (2018) as to why FFD is an ethically-necessary step:

a. “Investing in fossil fuels contributes to grave, substantial, and unnecessary harm and injustice.

b. Divesting from fossil fuels helps fulfill our moral responsibility to promote climate action;
c. Investing in fossil fuels morally tarnishes those who do so by making them complicit in the injustices of the fossil fuel industry.”

Scholars ascribe FFD’s largest impact to its social outcomes (Bergman 2018; Ansar et al. 2013). The movement has triggered stigmatization of fossil fuel companies, contributing to a paradigm shift away from the cultural norm of conventional energy sources and instead to the budding renewable energy industry. Direct financial impacts “pale in comparison” to this stigmatization (Ansar et al. 2013 13).

In 2020, the University of California (UC) became the largest institution in the US to completely divest from fossil fuel sources, directing 1 billion USD worth of fossil fuel investments toward renewable energy sources (UC Office of the President 2020). UC’s shift has empowered the renewables sector to accelerate 9.2 gigawatts in utility-scale wind and solar sources. Regarding the divestment and reinvestment in cleaner energy sources, Richard Sherman, chair of the UC Board of Regents’ Investments Committee, stated:

“As long-term investors, we believe the university and its stakeholders are much better served by investing in promising opportunities in the alternative energy field rather than gambling on oil and gas.” (UC Office of the President 2020).

Recommendations

FFD is on track to become a new norm in US higher education given its growth in the last decade; additionally, the nation is now working toward ambitious climate goals, led by UD-alum President Joe Biden (White House, 2021). The impetus and precedent for FFD makes 2021 an appropriate time for UD to consider FFD, but to the authors’ knowledge, few serious conversations have been had about the subject among key UD decision-makers. As a result, UD scored zero out of seven points in the ‘Sustainable Investments’ category on its scorecard, which requires the university applicant to make transparent, positive sustainability investments. Achieving full points in just this category could qualify UD for a Silver rating (AASHE Stars 2019).

Though financial implications of the coronavirus pandemic may seem to dissuade many entities from seeking divestment opportunities, UD has achieved a current and promising financial future that makes the opposite case: in a March 2021 Town Hall, President Dennis Assanis announced that UD has recovered 71-77% of the projected deficit for FY2021 (Stopyra 2021), while the most recent Investment Report touts a current +6.4% annual return on the University endowment, plus a projected +7.4% return over the next decade (UD Investment Office 2020).

Perhaps most impressively, the Investment Report notes that UD was recognized as an institution that will thrive during the pandemic (Galloway 2020). Given UD’s financial position and clear ability to manage assets in times of change, in addition to the aforementioned drivers of burgeoning FFD and climate change proactivity, UD is encouraged to explore trajectories that result in FFD, preferably within five years.
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Introduction

According to the definition from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the concept of food waste refers to “food such as plate waste (i.e., food that has been served but not eaten), spoiled food, or peels and rinds considered inedible that is sent to feed animals, to be composted or anaerobically digested, or to be landfilled or combusted with energy recovery” (EPA, B). Approximately 40 percent of food in the U.S. is never eaten while one in ten (10.5 percent) of households in the U.S. experience food insecurity (FRAC). Food waste management and its important benefits have been discussed several times in the scientific literature (Hall et al. 2009; Kantor et al. 1994; LaPenta 2018; Gunders 2012; Griffin et al. 2009). Preventing excess food waste during large events is a potential area for UD to prevent food from ending up in the landfills. The proposal here is that UD extends the sustainability efforts on food waste management from dining halls to the catering events. Some of the academic literature is discussed in this report to emphasize on the importance of this issue.

Overview

Americans throw out more than 400 pounds of food per person, annually (Buzby et al. 2014). The EPA estimates that in 2018 in the U.S., more food ended up in the landfills and combustion facilities than any other material. Estimations show that 24 percent of the wasted food landfilled and at 22 percent of the amount combusted with energy recovery (EPA, A). By keeping healthy food in our communities instead, we can help address the 35.2 million Americans that are in need of food (Coleman-Jensen et al. 2020). Food waste contributes to excess consumption of freshwater and fossil fuels. These factors along with methane and CO₂ emissions from decomposing food impacts global climate change. Hall et al. (2009) found that U.S. per capita food waste has progressively increased by approximately 50 percent since 1974. Food waste now accounts for more than one quarter of the total freshwater consumption and approximately 300 million barrels of oil per year (Hall et al. 2009).

On September 16, 2015, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and EPA announced the first ever domestic goal to reduce food loss and waste (FLW) by half by the year 2030. According to EPA, 2010 was selected as a baseline with 218.9 pounds of food wasted per person. The 2030 FLW reduction goal aims to reduce food waste by 50 percent to 109.4 pounds per year per person (EPA, A).

In another study, Cuéllar et al. (2010) concluded that the food wasted in the U.S. in 2007 represents approximately 2030 trillion British Thermal Unit (BTU) of embedded energy. The energy discarded in wasted food is more than the energy available from many efficient energy sources, such as the annual production of ethanol from grains and annual petroleum available from drilling in the outer continental shelf.
They found that the food categories with the greatest embedded energy in their waste are dairy and vegetables. This is because of the greater proportional waste of dairy and vegetables, 32% and 25.3%, respectively as compared to meat, 16% wasted annually (Kantor et al. 1994), in addition to their high-energy requirements (Cuéllar & Webber 2010).

Scientists believe that the local efforts in minimizing food waste are more effective than non-specific, large-scale efforts (Lam 2010). Controlling food waste can promote environmental sustainability through energy and water conservation because energy is used during food production, distribution, and waste processing (Griffin et al. 2009). Food waste can be reused through composting. However, composting is a costly process, and requires energy, i.e. transporting food waste to composting sites. It is not possible to eliminate food waste in entirety, but it can be reduced through effective strategies. Lam (2010) conducted a survey at the University of California, Berkeley, to study the reasons why students did not finish their food in dining halls. She found that 210 students out of 490 respondents (43 percent) reported that they did not finish 30 percent of the initial amount of food they had in every meal. Additionally, 50 percent of students explained that the poor food quality was the reason why they did not finish their food. Further, 28 percent of the students thought that taking too much food or being served too much were reasons they did not finish their meal. Only 2% of the students mentioned that they did not waste food (Lam 2010).

**UD Food Waste Management**

According to UD’s website (UD), UD does have a food waste management program through the Sustainability Council. According to the report on this website:

*We reduce food waste across our operations with the dual goals of conserving resources and keeping food out of landfills.* Our practices include back of house operational practices to reduce waste before it’s generated, programs to help consumers decrease food waste, feeding those in need during instances of excess safe, unserved food, and finally implementing composting programs wherever possible.

This is a significant effort taken by the Sustainability Council at UD. The proposal here is that UD extends the sustainability efforts on food waste management that is happening in dining halls to catering events, such as graduate networking events and graduation ceremonies. The food prepared/catered for these events seem to be according to the number of registered students. At the events however, number of attendees are usually much less than the number of registrants.

To connect this to Newark City Council’s efforts, its Sustainability Plan (2019) highlighted that the City seeks to provide “access to healthy food,” possible partnership with UD in its consideration for an Anaerobic Digester for “creating energy from food wastes,” “Increase backyard composting through educations and giveaways or discounts, focusing on food-waste composting,” and to partner with “the Food Bank of Delaware by providing yard wastes to the food bank’s farm” (Newark City Council 2019, 2, 11, 37, 38). This demonstrates that efforts by the local city council is engaging in practices aimed at combatting food waste. Thus, UD is not alone in tackling this crucial issue that affects both humans and the natural environment.

**Findings and Recommendations**

The findings in the literature relate to UD’s food waste management. UD often hosts large events at the University level that require catering services. In addition, a significant number of internal events take place in the university that provide food for participants. Some of these events require pre-registration and some do not. Several events end up having excess unserved food from the event due to a lower number of
internal events take place in the university that provide food for participants. Some of these events require pre-registration and some do not. Several events end up having excess unserved food from the event due to a lower number of participants than expected prior to the events. There is no document on UD’s website nor in previous sustainability reports that these foods are used in useful ways such as being fed to people in need.

The most efficient way to reduce foodservice and consumer food waste is not to generate it at the first place (Kantor et al. 1994). One solution to this problem is reconsidering event organization methods. Event organizers can consider strategies to help them have a more precise number of participants in the events. Normally, prior to events, an invitation email is sent to potential participants and requires those who are interested in the event to complete a form that notifies event organizers know about their participation. There are no consequences in not showing up to the events while registering for it. This may cause more people to register to the events and not feel any responsibility in attending events. In addition, since the catering in these events is based on the number of registrants, a significant amount of food is wasted.

The proposal here is to consider strategies to avoid people from unnecessary registration while not being confident about their attendance. For example, a small fee could be considered for registered people who do not show up to the events without a reasonable reasoning. Alternatively, event organizers could manage the catering in a way that they can make sure that the unserved food is safe to be fed to people in need rather than being wasted. Like Newark City Council, such food could be arranged to be donated to the Food Bank of Delaware, or caterers could come with containers to give leftover food to attendees, prioritizing students. The planning and decision-making on these strategies are out of the scope of this report and only a few ideas are suggested.

Another effective plan could be increasing awareness among the students and the university population about the rate of food loss and waste on campus, while more than 35 million Americans live in households that struggle with hunger (FRAC). Making students, faculty, and staff more aware of these issues may help them consider what they put on their plates in dining halls and at catered events. For instance, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, takes an interesting approach to reduce their food waste through raising food waste awareness among the diners by displaying the real-time, post-consumer food waste information at the dining hall main door (UoIUC).

The steps to look into this issue in UD are:

- Explore state-of-the-art food waste management plans in academic literature.
- Implement an Anaerobic Digester in partnership with Newark City Council.
- Investigate and update UD’s food waste management plans and strategies.
- Amend catering strategies to better anticipate the amount of food that ought to be served to reduce food waste at catered events.
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Delaware Climate Action Plan Survey (2019)

In 2019, Delaware conducted a survey of Delawareans on their attitudes toward climate change to assist in constructing the Delaware Climate Action Plan (DNREC 2019). Some of the facts and figures are presented below.

**General**

- 3 out of 4 are convinced that climate change is happening.
- 77% think climate change will harm future generations.
- 56% say they have personally experienced or observed local impacts of climate change.
- 47% say they have personally experienced or observed local impacts of sea level rise, up from 28% in 2014.
- 70% agree that we should take immediate action to reduce the impacts of climate change.
- 64% say they can personally take action to reduce the impacts of climate change.

**Policies**

- 83% support increasing conservation of forested and agricultural lands.
- 80% support requiring stronger air pollution controls on business and industry.
- 74% support requiring that an increasing percentage of electricity used in Delaware come from renewable sources.
- 73% support requiring stronger energy efficiency standards on household appliances.
- 53% support requiring that an increasing percentage of vehicles sold in Delaware be powered by electricity.
- 82% support preserving undeveloped land and natural features to allow for sea level rise to occur.
- 79% support changing building codes and regulations to reduce risk in flood prone areas.
- 77% support avoiding construction of new buildings in areas at risk from sea level rise.
- 74% support avoiding construction of new roads and infrastructure in areas at risk from sea level rise.

Throughout 2020, Delawareans participated in public workshops to provide comments on Delaware’s Climate Action Plan, and the Plan itself is expected to be completed and released in Winter 2021 (DNREC 2020b). By implementing the Plan, the Delaware government anticipates that it will protect and strengthen “agricultural and tourism economies,” the “natural places we enjoy for recreation,” “infrastructure,” the “health of our residents and visitors,” and access to “clean energy and transportation all Delawareans” (DNREC 2020b). Climate change is already understood by the Delaware government as adversely affecting the state, with heatwaves projected to become longer and more frequent, sea levels to continue to rise, and extreme temperatures to exacerbate (DNREC 2020b).
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The below list highlights important developments – at various levels of governance – that are important to consider in light of all the recommendations made in the mini-reports outlined above.

**Invasive Plants:** In March 2021, Delaware Governor John Carney signed Senate Bill No. 22 (SB22) into law, which bans the sale and import of 37 invasive plant species in Delaware. For more, see: https://udreview.com/where-are-your-native-plants-delaware-bans-sale-and-import-of-invasive-plants/

**Zero Net Energy Buildings:** Given Senate Bill No. 59, Amendment No. 3 – which came into effect in July 2010 – all new residential building construction, from December 31, 2025, in the State of Delaware shall be zero net energy capable. As of December 31, 2030, all new commercial building construction must also be zero net energy capable. For more information, see: https://legis.delaware.gov/SessionLaws/Chapter?id=17328

**Executive Report:** By the end of Spring 2022, the University of Delaware Sustainability Council hopes to complete *The Executive Sustainability Plan.*

---
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In early 2021, Dr. Robert Ddamulira – founder and CEO of GreenPesa – completed a report for the University of Delaware, titled “Best Practices in U.S. University Sustainability: Lessons for University of Delaware” (Ddamulira 2021). In this report, Ddamulira focused on several areas of significance, reflecting the topics highlighted by AASHE, including AASHE score, academia, engagement, operations, planning and administration, and financing. Below, each of his recommendations are succinctly provided.

AASHE Score: It is important to identify distinctive aspects of UD that serve to promote its uniqueness among other universities and colleges striving to attain recognition for their sustainability practices and record. Two distinct points of significance for Ddamulira are: (1) UD’s Solar House; and (2) UD’s Energy and Environmental Policy (ENEP) Program (Ddamulira 2021, 4).

Academia: For academia, UD ought to assess the feasibility of integrating sustainability across its academic programs and this is of particular importance in increasing engagement among young people, as well as in recruiting and retention of students, faculty, and staff (Ddamulira 2021, 4-5).

Engagement: Ddamulira recommends that UD creates a campus-wide sustainability culture survey including a proportional sample of students, faculty, and staff. Recommendations also include collaboration between the UD Sustainability Council and Chief Diversity Officer, Fatimah Conley, and the Office of Institutional Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. Additionally, Ddamulira recommends that exploration is made into enhancing the community engagement initiative in the Biden School for an additional opportunity for collaboration (Ddamulira 2021, 5-7).

Operations: There is evidently a need to improve energy efficiency across UD’s campuses, and this can be done by installing occupancy sensors and auto-switch power-strips. In 2019, nearly half of UD’s buildings had an Energy Use Intensity (EUI) higher than the average Higher Education institution in the U.S. (Ddamulira 2021, 7-8).

Planning and Administration: Generally, there ought to be an improved line of communication between the University President and sustainability groups, especially the Sustainability Council. Furthermore, Ddamulira recommends that UD takes advantage of the possibility of creating temporary working committees, such as a Sustainability Design Team, tasked with long-term objectives to improve UD’s sustainability practices (Ddamulira 2021, 10-12).

Financing: This aspect is undoubtedly the most challenging, but Ddamulira advises that UD engages in a Green Revolving Fund (GRF). Such a fund, established by UD, could be managed by an oversight committee that meets monthly and approves sustainability projects, for example, approving projects up to $100,000 (Ddamulira 2021, 16).
In January 2021, the Chair of the GSG Sustainability Committee, Thomas Benson, contacted the Chair of the American Planning Association’s Sustainable Communities Division (Merrill St. Leger) to reach out to its Sustainability Champion for Delaware. However, as of January 2021, the Sustainability Champion program is being rebooted, according to Merrill. In place of this contact, Thomas collaborated with Merrill and established a list of additional resources. In the list below, there are several resources, each with a short description of the resource.

**Second Nature (https://secondnature.org/)**

This website features a litany of resources available to UD, including a link to the *Presidents’ Climate Leadership Commitments*, which was the commitment that UD’s President [name], in 2008, signed.

More information can be found here: [https://secondnature.org/signatory-handbook/the-commitments/](https://secondnature.org/signatory-handbook/the-commitments/)

There is also a University Climate Change Coalition (UC3) that features North American research universities committed to climate action and cross-sector collaboration. The collaborative coalition leverages relationships and expertise to accelerate local climate solutions and build community resilience.

More information can be found here: [https://secondnature.org/initiative/uc3-coalition/](https://secondnature.org/initiative/uc3-coalition/)

**International Sustainable Campus Network (https://international-sustainable-campus-network.org/)**

Another collaborative network between higher education institutions is the International Sustainable Campus Network (ISCN). This network is international in scope and is committed in exchanging information, ideas, and best practices for achieving sustainable campus operations and integrating sustainability in research and teaching.

**EcoDistricts (https://ecodistricts.org/protocol/)**

Whilst predominantly aimed at municipalities, this resource can, nevertheless, provide utility to UD. It gives insight into how cities – such as Newark – may operate in terms of sustainability practices, and it also shines a light on the collaboration needed between different stakeholders to achieve optimal sustainable outcomes.

EcoDistricts also emphasizes the importance of neighbourhoods – UD could attempt to emulate this on its campuses or on a campus by showcasing a green campus that could act as a trial whereby other campuses would eventually follow suit.
International Living Future Institute ([https://living-future.org/lcc/](https://living-future.org/lcc/))

Perhaps the most interesting of the resources listed here, the International Living Future Institute features several ‘petals’, each depicting a crucial aspect of sustainability. Like EcoDistricts, this source is more focused on cities but still has important messages for universities (which could be part of informational campaigns on UD’s social media platforms and in university-wide emails), which are outlined here (and tweaked for university-related purposes).

- **Place Petal**: food is locally-sourced; building development occurs only on greyfields or brownfields; walkable, pedestrian-orientated communities are established in conjunction with public transit linkages; public bike storage is conveniently distributed and ample in supply; and at least one electric vehicle charging station is present.

- **Beauty Petal**: create and meaningfully integrate public art and design features on every block, street, and plaza, intended solely for human delight; an educational webpage exists that shares information about the design and operation of the university; a simple brochure that describes the design and environmental features of the university is provided on open days; and interpretive signage is established that teaches visitors and occupants about the university and its environmental goals and features.

- **Equity Petal**: prioritize the concept of “citizen” above that of “consumer,” and elevate the notion of “community” above that of “self”; promote narrower roads (or, alternatively, incorporate bicycle paths that are physically separated); construct (and/or retrofit) eco-friendly student accommodation; establish equally-accessible modes of transportation (e.g. ramps on campus to allow wheelchair access); provide adequate access to fresh air, sunlight and natural waterways and appropriately address any disruptive noise (e.g. retrofit windows for maximum sunlight, improve ventilation, and improve lighting); and engage in transparent disclosure of investments and donations.

- **Materials Petal**: create a university that is nontoxic; account for the total embodied carbon impact from the construction of all university infrastructure (built or projected) and university-owned facilities (built or projected) through a one-time carbon offset within the project boundary; strive to reduce or eliminate the production of waste during design, construction, operation, and end of life in order to conserve natural resources; and find ways to integrate waste back into either an industrial loop or natural nutrient loop.

- **Health and Happiness Petal**: focus on the major conditions that must be present to create robust, health students, faculty, and staff that are happy and productive people, e.g. by establishing a local food program, a car and bike sharing program, a transit information centre, and art and recreation programs; actively protect buildings considered to have historical significance and create an inventory of local heritage sites or facilities, as well as maintaining a current preservation plan; create a health and wellness education plan that is applicable to every member of the university and is kept current on the university website; require all facilities to have a working back-up generator or battery back-up for emergency power (safe from flooding); create and renew annually a disaster response plan for faculty, students, and staff with the incorporation of emergency contacts and shelter locations; assign and train “block captains” for every 500 residents (highly versed in disaster response, first aid and general safety procedures); and ensure that all sensitive infrastructures (e.g. lift stations, sub-stations, sewage treatment, communal centres) are out of the flood plain.

- **Energy Petal**: create a safe, reliable and decentralized power grid, founded on renewable energy that supplies incredibly efficient buildings and infrastructure without the crutch of combustion; and 105% of the university’s energy needs must be supplied by university-generated renewable energy on a net annual basis, including all energy for water and waste conveyance.
- **Water Petal**: realign how faculty, staff, and students use water and redefine “waste” in the built environment, so that water is respected as a precious resource; capture precipitation or other natural closed loop water systems and make efforts to purify these without the use of chemicals; and all stormwater and water discharge, including grey and black water, must be treated.


The LEED framework encompasses social, economic and environmental performance indicators and strategies with a clear, data-driven means of benchmarking and communicating progress. The program is aligned with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. There are several categories.

- **Natural Systems and Ecology**: ecosystems protect and even regenerate natural systems, thereby increasing the ecosystem services they provide and creating ecologically resilient communities. These are better able to withstand and recover from episodic floods, droughts, wildfires, and other catastrophic events.

- **Transportation and Land Use**: the transport sector is responsible for a quarter of energy-related GHG emissions worldwide. Land use is the key driver of mobility in a city, and rapid urbanisation has disrupted land use patterns, resulting in urban sprawl and increased dependency on personal, motorized vehicles. Universities and municipalities ought to adopt an integrated approach towards urban planning through mixed-use development, efficient transportation, better connectivity, and engagement with stakeholders.

- **Water Efficiency**: water demand has been constantly increasing in urban and peri-urban areas and is stressing freshwater reserves, creating a perennial shortage of water. There is a need to meet demand, maintain water quality, reduce water losses, capture stormwater, and manage urban floods. Universities and municipalities ought to adopt an integrated approach toward water use management and planning and move towards a net zero water city.

- **Materials and Resources**: cities are large aggregators and consumers of materials and nutrients, accounting for the highest natural resource consumption affecting the environment and human health. Cities and universities ought to move towards net zero waste through recycling, reuse, and reduction of waste generation.

- **Quality of Life**: communities must equitably address the needs of all people, irrespective of gender, ethnicity, socio-cultural and economic status in their pursuits of livability and sustainability. Leaders should assess their socio-economic and demographic conditions and make improvements to their communities that support social equity, public health, affordability, education, prosperity, and community engagement.
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